









This report is prepared and printed for your benefit and is intended to give you a com-
plete picture of your town and school, what has been done, where the money went, and
what faces us in the future.
For your convenience, we have color coded the report this year. Town matters are
white and all school matters are salmon.
We endeavor each year to improve your report to make it readable and understan-
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TOWN WARRANT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 10:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE TOWN OF CANDLE, IN THE COUNTY OF ROCK-
INGHAM, IN SAID STATE, QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN TOWN AFFAIRS:
You are hereby notified to meet at Moore School Auditorium in said Candia, on Tuesday
the 10th of March next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
Article 1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing:
Article 2. To see if the Town will vote to adopt changes in zoning and building regula-
tions proposed by the Planning Board to be voted by secret ballot.
You are hereby notified to meet on Friday the thirteenth of March next at seven thirty
in the evening at Moore School Auditorium to consider the following articles:
Article 3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum ofTwo Hundred
Thousand Dollars and no cents ($200,000.00) for the purpose of acquiring property for
a Town Hall. Further, to authorize the Selectmen to negotiate the issuance of bonds or
serial notes according to such conditions as the Selectmen may deem prudent, pursuant
to RSA 33.
Article 4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seven Hun-
dred Fifty Thousand Dollars and no cents ($750,000.00) for the construction and furnishing
of a Town Hall. Further, to authorize the Selectmen to negotiate the issuance of bonds
or serial notes according to such conditions as the Selectmen may deem prudent, pursuant
to RSA 33.
Article 5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Two
Thousand Dollars and no cents ($2,000.00) in continuation of its support for the services
of the Newmarket Regional Health Center.
Article 6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Three
Thousand Nine Hundred Fifty Three Dollars and no cents ($3,953.00) to be paid to the
Visiting Nurse Association and Home Health Care Agency of Greater Manchester, Inc.,
to defray the Agency's activities in the Town.
Article 7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five
Thousand Dollars and no cents ($5,(X)0.(X)) in continuation of its support for the services
of the Raymond Ambulance, Inc.
Article 8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One
Thousand Five Hundred Ten Dollars and no cents ($1 ,510.00) to the Rockingham County
Community Action Program, Inc.
Article 9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Hundred
Dollars and no cents ($500.00) to be paid to the Rockingham Child and Family Services,
a private, non-profit, social service agency.
Article 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Four
Thousand and no cents ($4,000.00) for the operation expenses of the Candia Recreation
Association. The money to be spent under the direction of the Candia Recreation Association.
Article 11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seven
Thousand Dollars and no cents ($7,000. (X)) to be paid to Candia Rescue. Such funds to
be expended under the direction of Candia Rescue and to be disbursed to Candia Rescue
by April 30, 1987
Article 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Thirty
Thousand Dollars and no cents ($30,000.(X)) for the operating expenses of the Smyth Public
Library. These fiinds to be expended under the direction of the trustees of the Smyth Public
Library Association of Candia.
Article 13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Two
Thousand Dollars and no cents ($2,(X)0.(X)) to be used for procuring a copy machine for
public use. These funds to be expended under the direction of the trustees of the Smyth
Public Library Association of Candia.
Article 14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Thirty
Thousand Dollars and no cents ($30,000.00) for fire supression and prevention for the
Town of Candia. The Monies to be spent under the direction of the Candia Volunteer
Firemen's Association, Inc. and to be received in full on or before April 30, 1987.
Article 15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seventy-
Seven Hundred Dollars and no cents ($7,700.00) for the purchase of one air compressor
for the Candia Volunteer Fire Department, the compressor will supply breathing grade
air for filling of self contained breathing apparatus, spare bottles and cascade system. Also
included in this purchase is a fill station for the purpose of safely filling this equipment.
These monies to be spent under the direction of the Candia Volunteer Firemen's Associa-
tion, Inc. and paid on receipt and set up of the compressor and fill station at the Candia
Fire Station.
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Article 16. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate Seventeen Thousand Two
Hundred Ninety Nine Dollars and forty six cents ($17,299.46) for a computer System
and authorize the withdrawal of the amount required for this purpose from the Federal
Revenue Sharing Fund.
Article 17. To see if the Town will vote to accept that portion of the budget not already
acted upon and raise the sum of Six Hundred Forty Nine Thousand Eight Hundred Seven
Dollars and no cents. ($649,807.00).
Article 18. To see if the Town of. Candia is in favor of a three year term (3) for the
Treasurer of the Town of Candia, term to begin in March 1988. By petition of thirteen
registered voters:
Article 19. To see if the Town will vote to instruct the Town's representatives to the
General Court to take all necessary measures to insure that no low level radioactive waste
from the Seabrook nuclear plant shall be stored or disposed of within this Town of Candia
unless and until the proposed site of the proposed storage or disposal has been approved
by the voters of the Town at the annual Town Meeting by written ballot. By petition of
twelve registered voters.
Article 20. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to apply for, accept,
and expend without further action by the Town Meeting, money from the State, Federal
or other Governmental unit or a private source which becomes available during the fiscal
year, pursuant to RSA 31:95-b.
Article 21. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Town to accept such funds
as are made available to the Candia Forest Fire Warden, under the Rural Development
Act of 1972, Title Iv.
Article 22. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Treasurer with the approval
of the Selectmen to negotiate temporary loans in anticipation of taxes.
Article 23. To see if the Town will vote to accept such trust funds as have been received
this past year.
Article 24. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to administer or
convey by auction or advertised sealed bids, any real estate acquired by the Town through
Tax Collector's deed. Pursuant to RSA 80:42.
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Article 25. To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.
Given under our hands and seal, this 16th day of February in the year of our Lord,













Moderator A. Ronald Thomas called the meeting to order at 7:36 PM. Mr. Thomas reminded
the assembly of the ground rules that would be in operation during the evening. Only
registered voters would be allowed to participate. Since there were no objections, the follow-
ing non-registered voters will be allowed to speak: Frank Spinazzola, and Priscilla Shaw.
Nancy and David Hawanic of Patten Hill Road will also be recognized to speak.
Article 1. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Thousand
Seven Hundred Dollars and no cents ($1,700.00) in continuation of its support for the
services of the Newmarket Regional Health Center. The motion was made by Donald
Coleman to accept the article and seconded by Charles Bowman. Priscilla Shaw was
recognized to speak to the motion on behalf of the Center. Ms. Shaw outlined some of
the services provided by the Center, including clinics in Raymond and Newmarket, com-
munity visits, transportation to senior citizens, etc. There was no discussion on the arti-
cle, and when put to a vote. Article 1, was passed.
Article 2. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Three Thou-
sand Nine Hundred Fifty-Three Dollars and no cents ($3,953.00) to be paid to the Visiting
Nurse Association and Home Health Care Agency of Greater Manchester, Inc., to defray
the Agency's activities in the Town. Janet Manter was recognized to make the motion
that the article be accepted as read. The motion was seconded by Mr. Bowman. Mrs. Manter
then was recognized to speak to the article. There was no discussion, and when voted
upon. Article 2 Passed.
Article 3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Thou-
sand Dollars and no cents ($5,000.00) in continuation of its support for the services of
the Raymond Ambulance, Inc. Motion was made by Donald Coleman and seconded by
Mr. Bowman. Mr. Coleman then spoke to the article praising their service and rapid
response. There was no discussion, and when moved to a vote, Article 3 Passed.
Article 4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Thou-
sand Seven Hundred Eighty-Two Dollars ($1,782.00) to the Greater Raymond Community
Action Center, part of the Rockingham County Community Action Program, Inc., a private,
non-profit, anti-poverty agency. Motion was made by Helen Wilson and seconded by Charles
Bowman. Mrs. Wilson was then recognized to speak to the article. There was no further
discussion, and when voted upon. Article 4 Passed.
Article 5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Hundred
Dollars and no cents ($500.00) to be paid to the Rockingham Child and Family Services,
a private, non-profit, social service agency. Donald Coleman was recognized for the pur-
poses of making a motion, Mr. Bowman seconded the motion. Mr. Coleman spoke to
the article, explaining the counseling services rendered this past year. There was no discus-
sion on the article, and when put to a vote, Article 5 Passed.
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Article 6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropraite the sum of Four Thou-
sand Dollars and no cents ($4,000.00) for the operating expenses of the Candia Recrea-
tion Association. The money to be spent under the direction of the Candia Recreation
Association. Motion was made by Betty Thomson to accept the article as read, and seconded
by Don Coleman. Mrs. Thomson was recognized to speak to the motion, and pointed out
the programs available as well as the report of the Association would be on file with the
Town Clerk. Mrs. Thomson also was pleased to announce that there are three new people
on the committee: Mrs. Davis, Mrs. Leavitt, and Shirley Theis. After brief discussion
the article was put to a vote and passed.
Article 7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seven Thou-
sand Dollars and no cents ($7,000.00) to Candia Rescue. Such funds to be expended under
the direction of Candia Rescue and to be disbursed to Candia Rescue by April 30, 1986.
Motion was made by Maria Seavey to accept the article as read and seconded by Mr.
Bowman. Mrs. Seavey thanked everyone for their support of Candia Rescue and pointed
out the information on pages 55 and 56 of the last Town Report. There was no discussion
on the article, and when put to a vote, the article Passed.
Article 8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Thirty Thou-
sand Dollars and no cents ($30,000.00) to the Smyth Public Library Association of Can-
dia. Twenty-Two Thousand and no cents ($22,(XX).00) of these fiinds to be used for operating
expenses of the Smyth Public Library, and Eight Thousand and no cents ($8,(X)0.00) of
these funds to be used for repairs to the roof of the Smyth Public Library. These funds
to be expended under the direction of the trustees of the Smyth Public Library Association
of Candia. Linda Thomas was recognized for the purpose of a motion; the article was
seconded by Mr. Bowman. Mrs. Thomas then spoke to the motion. She explained the
problems that the library has been having with the leaks in the roof. Since the roof is slate,
repairs are more difficult and also costlier. There are few roofers who will work on slate
roofs. The foyer has been badly water damaged, and the flashing, which was copper, has
disintegrated. Mr. Snow also helped clarify the roof situation, explaining that the roof
on the building is now over fifty years old, the flashing has deteriorated to the point where
it is no longer effective, and there is fear that there may be dry rot. Mrs. Thomas answered
a question concerning an addition to the existing library. She stated that at present, there
are two building funds, there are plans for an addition in the future, however, at present
there are not nearly enough fiinds to accomplish this. There was no further discussion,
and when put to a vote Article 8 was Passed.
Article 9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Thirty Thou-
sand Dollars and no cents ($30,000.00) for fire suppression and prevention for the Town
of Candia. These monies to be spent under the direction of the Candia Volunteer Firemen's
Association, Inc. and to be received in full on or before April 30, 1986. Motion was made
by Leonard Wilson and seconded by James Wilson. Len Wilson spoke to the article, stating
that most of the increase of the budget was due to insurance cost increases. There was
no discussion on the article, and when put to a vote, Article 9 was Passed.
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Article 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Sixteen
Thousand Dollars and no cents ($16,000.00) for the purchase of fire-fighting protective
clothing for the members of the Candia Volunteer Fire Department. These monies to be
spent under the direction of the Candia Volunteer Firemen's Association and paid on receipt
of the protective clothing. Leonard Wilson was recognized for the purpose of a motion.
This was seconded by James Wilson. Len Wilson spoke to the article, explaining the in-
adequacy of the present clothing, which will not even pass the flame test for children's
sleepwear. Mr. Wilson also explained that at present, since the Department is Volunteer,
each firefighter has been responsible for purchasing his own gear. The new gear would
conform to insurance requirements, however, its cost would be very difficult for the in-
dividual members to bear. The Fire Department would be responsible for the maintenance
of the protective clothing inventory from here on in, if this article is voted in. The gear
is asbestoes free. The new clothing means that the Firefighters could better collect if they
are injured in the line of duty. After discussion and fiirther questions to Mr. Wilson, Mr.
Belcourt moved that debate be ended and the article be brought to a vote. There was no
objection on the floor to moving the question, therefore the article was moved to a vote.
Article 10 Passed.
Article 11. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate Fifteen Thousand Eight Hundred
Dollars and no cents ($15,800.00)for a complete 1986 Police Cruiser and authorize the
withdrawl of the amount required for this purpose fi-om the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund.
Motion was made by Normand St. Onge and seconded by Don Coleman. Mr. St. Onge
yielded the floor to Frank Spinazzola to speak to the article. Chief Spinazzola explained
that there is presently a 1985 Cruiser with 39,000 miles on it and also the 1978 Chevy
Cruiser still in service. The cruisers should be rotated to stretch out the life of the vehicle
and cut down on wear and tear. Mrs. Wilson spoke stating that this is probably the last
year Revenue Sharing Funds would be available from the Federal Government, and urged
adoption of this article at this time. Mr. Spinazzola was asked if the officers currently
use their private vehicles for patrolling, and the reply was that they do not. Mr. Reynolds
moved to the question, since there was an objection, the Moderator stated that a two thirds
vote would be required to move the question. There was a two thirds vote, the question
was moved. The article was then brought to a vote, and Article 1 1 Passed.
Article 12. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of Five Thousand Dollars
and no cents ($5,000.00) for a new highway Wing and Plow and authorize the withdrawl
of the amount required for this purpose from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund. Motion
was made by Ron Severino and seconded by Mr. Bowman. Mr. Severino was recognized
to speak to the article, stating that the money would be used to replace one plow and one
wing about twenty years old and quite rusted. There was no discussion on the article and
when put to a vote, Article 12 was passed.
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Article 13. To see if the Town will appropriate Two Thousand Two Hundred Fifty-Five
Dollars and no cents ($2,255.00) for the reconditioning and preservation of Candia's Town
Record, Volume #1 and authorize the withdrawl of the amount required for this purpose
ftxjm the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund. Motion was made by Christine Dupere and second-
ed by Mr. Coleman. Mrs. Dupere then spoke to the article, explaining that the restoration
was necessary if the earliest town record book was to be preserved, as the present state
of deterioration is severe. The book would be repaired at the Northeast Document Con-
servation Center in Andover, Massachusetts. The Records are a priceless part of our Town's
early heritage, and should be preserved. There was no further discussion on the article,
and when put to a vote. Article 13 was Passed.
Article 14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty
Thousand Dollars and no cents ($20,000.00) to be deposited into the Town Office Capital
Reserve Fund. Said monies to remain in the Capital Reserve Fund until a Town Office
Building Plan is approved by the Town. Motion was made by Michael McRae to accept
the article as read, Mr. Caddy seconded the motion. Mr. McRae was then recognized
to speak to the article. He stated there was a handout available regarding the committee
work. A discussion of the article followed, mainly dealing with the question of the ap-
propriation of $20,000.00 for the Fund. There was also a question on the lack of involve-
ment of various Town agencies that were mentioned in last year's warrant. Mr. Charles
Spaulding wished to make an ammendment: I move to amend Article 14 to discontinue
the capital reserve fund for the Town Office. There was no second to the ammendment,
which makes the ammendment null. Debate on Article 14 then continued. Bill House made
a motion to move the question, there was no objection. Article 14 Passed.
Article 15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Thirteen
Thousand Dollars and no cents ($13,OCX).00) for the purpose of assigning and installing
numbers for structures in the Town of Candia. The monies to be spent under the direction
of the Candia Board of Selectmen and the committee formed for this purpose. Leonard
Wilson made a motion to accept the article as read, this was seconded by Mr. Bowman.
Mr. Wilson was then recognized to speak to the article. Mr. Wilson then wished to am-
mend the article as follows: To see if the Town of Candia will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Twelve Thousand Dollars and no cents ($12,000.00) for the purpose of assign-
ing and installing numbers for structures in the Town of Candia. The monies to be spent
under the direction of the Candia Board of Selectmen and the committee formed for this
purpose. The ammendment was seconded by Mr. Belcourt. Mr. Wilson then spoke to the
ammendment. Within the last year, the committee has come up with a proposal to number
the Town. A number would be assigned to every 50 feet along every road. There would
not be a number placed every 50 feet, but only where there was a structure. The assignments
of numbers, however, would provide for future construction. The signs would be on pressed
aluminum backings with a reflective surface. These would be placed on a delineator post
in the right-of-way in the road, in front of the structure that is to be identified. There was
no further discussion, so the ammendment was moved to a vote. The ammendment Pass-
ed. Discussion on the ammended article was then resumed. Mr. Snow added that he was
in the process of developing a computer system to number the houses in town. An Eagle
Scout has been working to create a grid structure of the town. Mr. Wilson's system would
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lay out the Town according to the roads; north, south, east and west. The idea is to keep
the numbering as simple as possible. If the numbering is not carried out by the committee,
the Post Office is going to assign numbers to the Town. Mrs. Falk, discussed the man-
datory numbering that would be issued by the Post Office, indicating that if the Town
assigned the number it would be much simpler. Mr. Cartier has amended the article to
add a new sentence to the end of the article to read: Placement of the identifying numbers
shall be on existing mailbox posts or in the absense of a mailbox post, shall be installed
by the town on a delineator or on the house, if visible. This anmiendment was seconded
by Don Belcourt. Mr. Cartier then spoke to the ammendment. A discussion on the am-
mendment followed. An audience poll was requested by Mrs. Wilson, which showed that
people would put a number on their mailboxes. A motion was made to move the question,
there was an objection, which made a two thirds vote necessary. The question was mov-
ed. A vote was then taken on Mr. Cartier's ammendment. Since it was too hard to tell
the results, Moderator Thomas asked for a standing vote. Yes: 86 No:63 The article is
anmiended Debate is again open on the article itself. The way the article now reads is
as follows: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twelve Thou-
sand Dollars and no cents ($12,000.00) for the purpose of assigning and installing numbers
for structures in the Town of Candia. The monies to be spent under the direction of the
Candia Board of Sselectmen and the committee formed for this purpose. Placement of
the identifying numbers shall be on existing mailbox posts or in the absense of a mailbox
post, shall be installed by the Town on a delineator or on the house if visible. Discussion
opened on the article once again. Linda Coleman then presented another anmiendment
to Article 15 to change the figure to One Thousand Dollars and no cents ($1 ,000.00) and
delete "and installing by the Town." The ammendment was seconded by Bruce Larson.
Debate was then opened on the ammendment, after Mrs. Coleman spoke to the ammend-
ment. Mr. Desilets made a motion to move the question. There was no objection. The
motion being for Article 15 to read: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of One Thousand Dollars and no cents ($1 ,000.00) for the purpose of assigning
numbers for structures in the Town of Candia. The monies to be spent under the direction
of the Candia Board of Selectmen and the committee formed for this purpose. Placement
of the identifying numbers shall be on existing mailbox posts or in the absense of a mailbox
post shall be installed on a delineator or on the house if visible. The ammendment was
passed. The article once again was opened to debate. Mike Ipavec moved to put the article
to a vote. An objection occured, therefore a two thirds vote was required, we moved to
a vote on the article. A standing vote was called for: Yes:73 No:55, the article Passes.
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Article 16. To see if the Town will vote to pave Currier Road from New Boston Road
to Deerfield-Candia line approximately three quarters (3/4) of a mile at a cost, not to ex-
ceed Forty-Nine Thousand Dollars and no cents ($49,000.00). Submitted by petition from
the following registered voters in the Town of Candia:
Alfred W. Allen Bill Stevens
Mary R. Allen Pat Stevens
Judith Eaton Marlene Davis
June Schwalb Bill Davis
Debra Levesque Howard Davis
James O'Brien Joan Davis
Deborah Krimmer
Motion was made by Mr. Allen to accept the article as read, and was seconded by James
O'Brien. Mr. Allen then spoke to the article. Ron Severino clarified the work that would
have to be done to the road. A question arose as to what portions of the road would be
paved, since part of the road runs through the town of Deerfield. A lengthy discussion
followed on the costs which would be required followed. Mr. St. Martin wished to am-
mend the article as follows: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate Ninety
Five Thousand Dollars and no cents ($95,(X)0.(X)) to pave Currier Road from New Boston
Road to the Deerfield-Candia line (approximately 3/4 of a mile) and to pave Currier Road
from Podunk Road to Deerfield-Candia line (approximately 4/10 of a mile). The ammend-
ment was seconded by Charles Spaulding. There was a brief discussion on the ammend-
ment to the article, and when discussion was complete, the ammendment was brought to
a vote. The ammendment was defeated. Debate on the article then resumed. Ron Severino
also explained another option or alternative that could be used, which would be to tar Currier
Road. Mr. House moved to move the article, since there was an objection from the floor
the Moderator moved to a vote on the question. The vote was Yes. When Article 16 was
voted upon, it was worded as follows: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
$49,000.00 to pave Currier Road from New Boston Road to the Deerfield-Candia line
approximately 3/4 of a mile. The wording "to raise and appropriate" had to be added
to the original warrant article to make it legal. Mr. Allen made a motion to change the
article to the correct wording, and this was seconded by Mr. St. Martin. The vote on the
ammendment Passed. When put to a vote Article 16 Fails.
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Article 17. We, the undersigned, in compliance with RSA 23 1 : 157 Scenic Roads; Designa-
tion and RSA 231:158 Effect of Designation as Scenic Roads, hereby petition to see if
the Town of Candia will vote to designate Patten Hill Road (beginning at Main Street,
traveling approximately 6/ 10 of a mile south-easterly up to and including The Audubon
Society and Abe Emerson Marsh) as a Scenic Road for the purpose of prohibiting the removal
of ornamental and shade trees in order to protect the natural scenic beauty and character
of the Town of Candia. By petition of:
Patricia A. Fitzpatrick Harold J. Becker
Michael B. Fitzpatrick Janet Manter
Bruce R. Larson Beverly Hobbs
Olive G. Gillis Hervey L. Webster
Deborah Benoit Kevin Hobbs
Gary Benoit Priscilla Wheeler
Gale Stanley Diane Cartier
Maura A. Fitzpatrick Les A. Cartier
Albert B. Larson, HI Elwyn F. Hobbs
E.H. Nutt Russell G. Seward
Margo Bums David W. Hamlen
Mary L. Becker J.R. Hobbs
Deborah R. Larson
Mrs. Fitzpatrick made a motion that the Town of Candia vote to designate Patten Hill
Road (beginning at Main Street traveling approximately 6/10 of a mile southeasterly up
to and including The Audubon Society and Abe Emerson Marsh) as a Scenis Road for
tthe purpose of prohibiting the removal of ornamental and shade trees in order to protect
the natural scenic beauty and character of the Town of Candia. The article was seconded
by Mr. House. Mrs. Fitzpatrick spoke to the article. The intent of the article is not to
jeopardize the paving of the road, but rather to protect the trees which are along the road.
The intent is to protect the scenic value of the road. Ron Severino discussed the type of
road work as well as the meeting he had with the abutters, in which they had come to
some mutual agreement regarding which trees should come down. The Scenic Road designa-
tion would not cause financial burden to the Town. Any portion of a road can be designated
as a Scenic Road. Michael Ipavec requested the question be moved. There was an objec-
tion; so the question had to be moved to a vote. Vote on the question Passed. The vote
on Article 17 followed, and the article Passed. Patten Hill Road is designated a Scenic Road.
Article 18. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Planning Board and Zoning
Board of Adjustment to appoint alternate members pursuant to RSA 673:6. Motion was
made by Judith Szot and seconded by Daniel Jaskolka to accept the article as read. Mrs.
Szot then spoke to the article. Mr. Coleman wished to make an ammendment to the article
on a legal basis, as the wording as it now stood was invalid. The ammended article read
To see if the Town will authorize the Planning Board and Zoning Board of Adjustment
to provide for alternate members pursuant to RSA 673:6. This was seconded by Mr.
Bowman. Mr. Coleman explained the change in wording. When put to a vote, the am-
mendment passed. After brief discussion, Article 18 was put to a vote and Passed.
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Article 19. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Planning Board to prepare and
amend a recommended program of municipal capital improvement projects in accordance
with the provisions of RSA 674:5 and 674:8. Said program will classify projects accord-
ing to their urgency and need for realization; will recommend a time sequence for their
implementation; contain estimates of costs, possible revenues and source of existing and
additional ftinds needed for each project. Motion was made by Roland Girard and second-
ed by Judy Szot. Mr. Girard then spoke to the article explaining that it authorizes the Planning
Board to develop a capital improvement plan which is required before we have a perma-
nent growth management ordinance. What we have now is only temporary. This program
calls for the integration of many Town agencies. No one else wished to speak to the arti-
cle, so it was moved to a vote. Article 19 Passes.
Article 20. To see if the Town will adopt an ordinance waving the fee to be charged
for a permit to register one motor vehicle owned by any person who was captured and
incarcerated for thirty days (30) or more while serving in a qualifying war or armed con-
flict as defined in RSA 72:28, IV, and who was honorably discharged, provided the per-
son has provided the City or Town Clerk with satisfactory proof of these circumstances.
Motion was made by Don Coleman and seconded by Mr. Hadley to accept the article as
read. Mr. Coleman then spoke to the article, explaining which wars and armed conflicts
would qualify. There was no further discussion on this article, and when put to a vote.
Article 20 Passed.
Article 21. To see if the Town will vote to change the manner by which the position
of Auditor is filled fi"om election to authorizing the Board of Selectmen to employ a Cer-
tified Public Accountant to carefully examine the accounts of the Town of Candia pur-
suant to RSA 41:31-1. Motion was made by Don Coleman to accept the article as read,
and seconded by Charles Bowman. Mr. Coleman then spoke to the article, explaining that
the DRA had recommended that a professional CPA examine the books periodically. It
would depend on what shape the books were in on how often their services would be re-
quired. A lengthy discussion ensued on the article, with many voicing the opinion that
eliminating the present Town Auditors was not necessary. Mrs. Erving explained that it
would be a good idea to have outside autitors, at least initially. She went on to point out
that the majority of municipalities now use CPA's and have found them most valuable.
The revenues of the Town have increased tremendously in the past year, and there is a
real need for a professional to make sure our books are being properly kept. Mr. Hall
stated that the three present auditors are unanimously opposed to this proposal. Betsy Krused
made a motion to move the article to a vote. There was no objection. Article 21 Fails.
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Article 22. To see if the Town is in favor of a Three year term (3) for the Town Clerk
of Candia, term to begin in March of 1987. By petition of eleven registered voters:
Ruth A. Smith Shirley L. Erving
Arthur Modis Edward Weber
Susan Dixon Diane D. LaCombe
Judith A. Szot Bonnie H. DeStefano
Marion E. Beane Ken Purington
Dorothy E. Vallee
Motion was made by Chris Dupere and seconded by Al Hall, to accept the article as read.
Mr. Coleman then spoke to the article, explaining that the complexity of the job and the
amount of time it takes to train a person is quite extensive. The term will add more con-
tinuity to the office. Mr. Bowman also spoke in favor of the article. There was no further
discussion on the article, and Moderator Thomas explained the ground rules. Because of
the RSA's, the article must be a vote by ballot. The motion is to see if the Town is in
favor of a three year term for the Town Clerk of Candia. Yes: 84 No: 2, Article 22 Passes.
Article 23. To see if the Town is in favor of a Three year term (3) for the Treasurer
of the Town of Candia, term to begin in March of 1988. The RSA's require that this arti-
cle be a petition only, so this article is out of order. Mr. Coleman moved for indefinite
postponement on the article, and Mr. Bowman seconded the motion. The article has been
indefinitely postponed.
Article 24. To see if the Town is in favor of a Three year term (3) for the Tax Collector
of the Town of Candia, term to begin in March of 1989. This article also has been ruled
out of order due to a technicality. Mr. Coleman made a motion for indefinite postpone-
ment on the article, which was seconded by Mr. Bowman. Article 24 was indefinitely
postponed.
Article 25. To see if the Town will adopt written Welfare Guidelines as approved by
the Board of Selectmen. Chapter 380 of the New Hampshire Laws of 1985 requires the
Town to adopt written Welfare Guidelines prior to April 1 , 1986. (Copies of the proposed
text of guidelines are on file with the Town Clerk.) Motion made by Charles Bowman
and seconded by Don Coleman. Mr. Bowman then spoke to the article, stating that we
must have these according to the Legislature. There was no discussion on the article, and
when put to a vote. Article 25 Passed.
Article 26. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions of RSA 72:37 for the
exemption for the blind from property tax. This statute provides that every inhabitant who
is legally blind shall be exempt each year from the property tax on a residence to the value
of $15,000.00. Mr. Coleman made a motion to accept the article and was seconded by
Mr. Bowman. Mr. Coleman then spoke to the article. After a brief discussion, the article
was moved to a vote. Article 26 Passed.
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Article 27. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to apply for, accept
and expend without further action by the Town Meeting, money from the State, Federal
or other Governmental unit or a private source which becomes available during the fiscal
year, pursuant to RSA 31 :95-b. Motion was made by Don Coleman and seconded by Charles
Bowman to accept the article as read. Mr. Coleman then spoke to the article stating that
it was a standard one which is included every year. There was no discussion, and when
put to a vote, Article 27 passes.
Article 28. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Planning Board, pursuant to
RSA 674:43 I, to review and approve or disapprove site plan for the development of tracts
for non-residential uses or for multi-family dwelling units. It shall be the duty of the Town
Clerk, pursuant to RSA 674:43 11 to file with the Rockingham County Registry of Deeds,
a certificate of notice showing that the Planning Board has been so authorized and giving
the date of such authorization. Motion was made by Judith Szot and seconded by Roland
Girard. Mrs. Szot then spoke to the motion, explaining the Planning Board needs this arti-
cle in order to conform to the RSA's. This does not create a new zoning ordinance, but
enforces the one which is already in place. This article gives the Planning Board authority
to enforce the ordinances. Mr. Jaskolka made a motion to move the article, since there
was no objection, the Moderator moved the article to a vote. Article 28 Passed.
Article 29. To see if the Town will vote to indemnify and save harmless any employee,
or board member or officer of the Town for loss or damage to him or her while acting
within the scope of his or her employment or office, all as provided in RSA 3 1 : 105. Mr.
Coleman was recognized to move the article as read, seconded by Mr. Bowman. Mr. Col-
eman then spoke to the article stating that if people are working for the Town as employees
or officers of the Town, as long as they are working within the scope of their job, they
will be protected by the Town. In the event an employee is sued within the scope of his
duties, the Town will back him up in terms of damages and legal expenses. This would
serve as a back-up to liability insurance. There was no further discussion, and when mov-
ed to a vote, Article 29 Passes.
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Article 30. To see if the Town will vote to accept that portion not already acted upon
and raise the sum of Four Hundred Ninety-Seven Thousand One Hundred Dollars and
no cents ($497,100.00). Motion was made by Donald Coleman and seconded by Charles
Bowman. Mr. Coleman then ammended the article to change the figure to Five Hundred
Twenty-Six Thousand One Hundred Dollars and no cents ($526,100.00). Mr. Coleman
stated that the difference was due to two figures that had not been included in the bottom
line total of the budget: street numbering and firemen's equipment. Mr. Bowman second-
ed the ammendment. There were several questions from the floor regarding how the figures
are arrived at for the remainder of the budget. These questions were answered by Mr.
Coleman, Mr. Snow, Mrs. DeStefano. There was no further discussion on the ammend-
ment to the article, and when moved to a vote, the ammendment Passed. Discussion was
then opened on the article. Mr. Claver wished to know about the increase in Town Office
expenses. Mr. Coleman explained that the payroll is now on computer, there are two
secretaries which has helped to increase the hours that the Selectmen's office is open, Town
records from the various departments must be placed on microfilm, and money has been
appropriated for training and seminars. The increase in the legal fees is mainly due to
the Marier case, which is still pending, and legal resources must be used to continue to
improve the capital improvement plan. Another question dealt with a shelter for dogs,
which the animal control officer needs. We need some type of holding area if an agree-
ment can't be made with the local kennel. Mr. Cartier wished to know why there was
a Thousand dollars appropraite for Civil Defense, and wondered whether there was a pro-
blem we didn't know about. Mrs. Wilson, who is the Civil Defense Director replied stating
that there had not been a Civil Defense Agency in the Town. If we spend $1,(X)0.00 on
Civil Defense, we get $500.00 back from the State. We get 50C back on every dollar we
spend on Civil defense. Mrs. Wilson also added that she was hopeful that we would have
space some day so that we could receive communications equipment which would be
available to us. Mr. Coleman also was asked to explain the Police budget, the major in-
crease being for a full time pohce chief. $26,000.00 has been budgeted for this. Mr. Spinaz-
zola also spoke to the article, explaining that we presently have eight police officers. Seven
are certified State ofNew Hampshire part-time police officers, one is a trainee at this time.
The average week of seven days is 168 hours, about 66% coverage. Recommendations
are one full-time police officer per 1000 people. Candia is a little behind as far as a full
time police person goes. If the full time position was implemented, the coverage could
increase up to 75-80% with the present size department we have. There was no further
discussion on the article, so it was moved to a vote. Article 30 Passed.
Article 31. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Town to accept such funds as
are made available to the Candia Forest Fire Warden, under the Rural Development Act
of 1972, Title VI. Motion was made by Don Coleman to accept the article as read, and
seconded by Mr. Bowman. Mr. Coleman explained that it was a standard article that goes
in every year. There was no discussion, and when moved to a vote. Article 31 Passed.
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Article 32. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Treasurer with the approval
of the Selectmen to negotiate temporary loans in anticipation of taxes. Motion was made
by Don Coleman and seconded by Charles Bowman. Mr. Coleman explained that this
was also a standard article. A question by Mr. Cartier was ruled out of order. There was
no further discussion, and the article was put to a vote. Article 32 Passed.
Article 33. To see if the Town will vote to accept such trust funds as have been received
this past year. Motion was made by Mr. Coleman and seconded by Mr. Bowman. There
was no discussion on article 33, and when moved to a vote, the article Passed.
Article 34. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to administer or
dispose of by auction, any real estate acquired by the Town through Tax Collector's deed.
Motion was made by Don Coleman and seconded by Mr. Bowman. Mr. Coleman states
once again that this was a standard item. There also was no further discussion on the arti-
cle, and when voted upon Article 34 was passed.
Article 35. To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.
Mr. Coleman then read in the Auditor's Report for the Town of Candia: We have careful-
ly examined the accounts of the Selectmen, Treasurer, Clerk, Collector of Taxes and such
other officers or agents handling funds of the Town as of the close of business December




Albert Hall, m March 10, 1986
Mrs. Wilson stated that she would no longer be serving as Rockingham County Commis-
sioner, and wished to thank everyone for their support. Mr. Thomas entertained a resolu-
tion to thank Mrs. Wilson for her services to the County and the Town. Motion was made
by Don Coleman and seconded by Mr. Belcourt to accept this resolution. It was unanimously
passed. Also under this Article, the traditional positions of Viewer of Fences reported
to the Town. Mrs. Young stated they built a fence and viewed that. The Scaler of Timber
was not present to give his report. Nominations were taken from the floor. Those who
already were in their positions were re-nominated. Mr. Thomson was recognized to make
a motion to adjourn the meeting, and was seconded by Mr. Bowman. The meeting was
adjourned at 12:54. Mrs. Szot then led the assembly in singing Happy Birthday to "The
Older Mr. Coleman."
Respectfully submitted,
Christine Dupere, Town Clerk
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SELECTMEN'S REPORT
1986 was a year of hard work and constructive progress for all of Candia's boards
and committees. More residents have come forward to offer their time and labor, and as
a result, we are pleased to report some important steps forward for our community.
After Town Meeting approval and subsequent months of work by a Selection Com-
mittee of citizens and officials, we welcomed to Candia our first full-time Police Chief;
James A. Gatcomb. The Pohce Department has achieved a smooth transition, while respon-
ding to a steady increase of calls. A new Juvenile Diversion program has begun work
with young offenders and their families.
To improve coverage and response time, we have appointed two Animal Control Of-
ficers; Terry Page and Raymond Rodier, Sr.
Both the Police and Animal Control are to be commended for their cooperation with
surrounding towns in the performance of their official responsibilities.
Patten Hill Road was reconstructed and repaved from Main Street to the Abe Emer-
son Marsh. Hours of meetings with residents and experts were involved, to ensure that
the neighborhood's rural, scenic quality was maintained. We continue to negotiate with
the New Hampshire Highway Department, concerning the New Boston Road Bridge. As
constant maintenance is required by an apparent design flaw.
We appreciate your patience with the recent problems at the Town Incinerator. Securing
contracts for the removal of metal and glass is an ongoing challenge. Progress has been
made to repair and upgrade the condition of the facility, and to comply with changing
solid waste policies.
After considerable research, the Town Hall Committee has recommended the pur-
chase of land on High Street and the construction of a new building for Town Offices
and Police Station. Plans are being discussed at public hearings, with the final presenta-
tion and vote scheduled for the 1987 Town Meeting in March.
At Moore Park, the parking area was expanded and a second exit provided. Due to
the efforts of the Candia Youth Athletic Association, a second ball field is completed and
fencing is installed. The new picnic tables are the result of a special project by Eagle Scout,
Donald Labbe.
We continue to enjoy a cooperative relationship with school officials. While we regretted
the resignation of Principal Kathleen Murphy, we would like to take this opportunity to
welcome the new Principal, Stephen Russell.
We would like to extend our best wishes to Candia's oldest resident, Nellie Fall, who
became 100 years of age in 1986. Mrs. Fall is currently the custodian of the Boston Post
Cane. This cane is meant for the eldest Town resident. Mrs. Fall was presented the cane
February 28, 1980.
The Board of Selectmen appreciates the long hours so many people have contributed
in 1986, and the heightened enthusiasm you have demonstrated for the quality of life in
Candia. We welcome your involvement in Candia's town government.
Respectfully submitted,









SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
VALUE OF LAND ONLY
Current Use $ 2,161,78L00
Residential 19,366,377.00
Commercial/Industrial 921,550.00
TOTAL OF TAXABLE LAND $ 22,449,708.00




TOTAL OF TAXABLE BUILDINGS $ 48,972,050.00
PUBLIC UTILITIES $ 1,450,850.00
VALUATION BEFORE EXEMPTIONS ALLOWED $ 72,872,608.00
Blind Exemption - 2 $ 30,000.00
Elderly Exemption - 56 694,250.00
TOTAL DOLLAR AMOUNT OF EXEMPTIONS ALLOWED $ 724,250.00
NET VALUATION ON WfflCH THE
RATE IS COMPUTED $72,148,358.00












Number the Town - Article #15 1,000.00
Incinerator 40,000.00
Visiting Nurse Association - Article #2 3,953.00
Health Department 250.00
Raymond Ambulance - Article #3 5,000.00
Animal Control 5,000.00
Vital Statistics 50.00
Rockingham Child and Family Services - Article #5 500.00
Newmarket Regional Health Center - Article #1 1,700.00
Candia Rescue - Article #7 7,000.00
General Assistance 13,000.00
Raymond CAP Center - Article #4 1,782.00
Library - Article #8 30,000.00
Parks and Recreation 5,500.00
Candia Recreation Association - Article #6 4,000.00
Interest Expense 36,000.00
REVENUE SHARING
1986 Police Cruiser - Article #11 ' 15,800.00
Wing and Plow - Article #12 5,000.00
Preservation of Town Record Vol. #1 - Article #13 2,255.00
Town Office Building Fund - Article #14 20,000.00
PICA, Retirement and Pension Contributions 8,000.00
Insurance 31,000.00
Unemployment Compensation 1 ,500 .00




ANNUAL TOWN FINANCIAL REPORT
RECEIPTS
TAXES:
Property taxes - current year - 1986 $ 1,839,837.54
Resident Taxes - current year - 1986 15,730.00
Boat Tax 69.90
Yield taxes - current year - 1986 2,601.58
Property and yield taxes - previous years 382,575.09
Resident taxes - previous years 2,750.00
Land use change tax - current and prior years 7,590.00
Interest received on delinquent taxes 18,711.06
Penalties - resident taxes 307.00
Tax sales redeemed 117,247.82
TOTAL TAXES COLLECTED AND REMITTED
LICENSES and PERMITS:
Motor vehicle permit fees
Dog Licenses
Business licenses, permits and filing fees
All other licenses, permits and fees
TOTAL
FROM THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT:
Revenue sharing grants
TOTAL
FROM THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Highway block grant
reimb. /account State-Federal forest land
Fighting forest fires




CHARGES FOR SERVICES - ALL FUNDS
Garbage-refuse collection charges




MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES - ALL FUNDS:
Sale of town property 1,293.28
Special assessments 1,549.79
Interest on investments 42 ,59 1 .79
Income from trust funds - Moore Fund 16,211.70
Other miscellaneous revenue 5,222.08
TOTAL $ 66,868.64
NON-REVENUE RECEIPTS - ALL FUNDS
Tax anticipation notes 1,000,000.00
Yield tax security deposits 59.50
Horizon Home Road Surety Account 101,468.89
TOTAL $ 1,101,528.39
TOTAL RECEIPTS FROM ALL SOURCES









General highway department 5,573.70
Street lighting 5,413.56
SANITATION:







Medical vendor payments 425.00




Parks and other recreation 11,664.55
Forest fires 3,630.52
DEBT SERVICE:
Interest-tax anticipation notes 25,463.89
MISCELLANEOUS:





Payments - tax anticipation notes 1,000,000.00
Taxes bought by town 128,074. 1
1
Discounts, abatements, refunds 3,592.55
REVENUE SHARING:
Police cruiser 15,800.00
Wing and plow 5,000.00
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UNCLASSIFIED:
Numbering - article 15 232.75
Rockingham child & family - article 5 500.00
Newmarket Regional Health - article 1 1,700.00
Candia Rescue - article 7 7,000.00
VNA - article 2 3,953.00
Town Hall Study - article 14 20,000.00
Tax maps 172.50
PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOVERNMENTAL DIVISIONS:
Taxes paid to county 67,462.00
To state - dog license and marriage licenses 208.50
To school district 1985 (917,504.00)
To school district 1986 (1,010,000.00) 1,927,504.00
TOTAL PAYMENTS FOR ALL PURPOSES $ 3,785,371.11
CASH ON HAND DECEMBER 31, 1986 $ 950,481.11
GRAND TOTAL $4,735,852.22







SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
DESCRIPTION VALUE
Town Hall, Lands and Buildings 108,800.00
Furniture and Equipment 20,500.00
Libraries, Lands and Buildings
Furniture and Equipment
Police Department, Lands and Buildings
Equipment 10,500.00
Parking Meters
Fire Department, Lands and Buildings
Equipment
Highway Department, Lands and Buildings 1 ,450.00
Equipment 5,000.00
Materials and Supplies
Parks, Commons and Playgrounds 22,500.00
Water Supply Facilities, if owned by Town
Electric Light Plant, if owned by Town
Sewer Plant and Facilities, if owned by Town
Schools, Lands and Buildings, Equipment 1,648,200.00
Airports, if owned by Town
All Lands and Buildings acquired through Tax Collector's Deeds
(Give assessed valueation of property so taken listing each piece separately)
Land, Fogerty Road 4,200.00
Land, Fogerty Road 2,500.00
Land, Candia/Auburn line 10,300.00
Land, Auburn Line 600.00
Land, Route 101 and Stump Street 7,400.00
Land, Depot Road 250.00
Land, off Chester Turnpike 3,000.00
Land, Flint Road 22,500.00
Land, Old Deerfield Road 1,600.00
Raymond Road 1,450.00








Insured money market account
Certificate of deposit
Yield tax surety account
Horizon home road surety account
Revenue sharing account














Accounts owed by the town:
Unexpended balances of special appropriations:
Article 15 - Numbering the town 767.25
Article 13 - Restoring records 2,255.00
Article 8 - Library 4.400.00
Unexpended revenue sharing funds 17,299.46
Performance guarantee deposits 101 ,468 . 89
Yield tax deposits 1 .00
School District tax payable 1,095,284.00
TOTAL ACCOUNTS OWED BY THE TOWN $ 1,221,475.60
TOTAL LL\BILrnES $ 1,221,475.60
Fund balance - current surplus $ 179,925.15
GRAND TOTAL $ 1,401,400.75
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken from official
records and is complete to the best of our knowledge and belief.




Selectmen, Town of Candia
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TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
For the fiscal year January 1, 1986. to December 31, 1986
1986 Automobile Registrations $209,044.00
1986 Dog Licenses 1,975.50
1986 Dog Penalties 117.00
1986 Filing Fees 25.00
1986 Bad Check Fees 100.00
1986 Total Remitted to Treasurer $211,260.50
1986 was the first full year of the Municipal Agent Program in Candia. People have
been pleased with the convenience of being able to obtain their decals for renewal registra-
tions without having to go to a Motor Vehicle Substation. In 1986, 1 also became certified
by the State of New Hampshire as a Boat Registration Agent. Boat owners are now able
to register their water craft at the Town Clerk's office.
On January 2, 1987, the new plate issue for PASS and IPASS vehicles went into ef-
fect. Residents who are renewing their registrations may acquire their new graphic plates
through my office. New registrations and transfers must still be completed at Motor Vehicle.
Town Clerk Office hours will continue to be as follows:
Monday and Friday from 9:00 to 12:00
Tuesday and Thursday from 6:00 to 8:00 in the evening
Wednesday afternoons from 1:00 to 4:00






For Year Ending December 31, 1986
Balance—Checking Account, December 31, 1985 94,907.14
RECEIVED FROM:
State of New Hampshire

















































The Bedford Bank 1,000,000.00
Investment of Idle Funds
BankEast
Bank of New Hampshire
The Bedford Bank












BALANCE-December 31, 1986 Checking Account 151,258.98
Insured Money Market Account 300,000.00






Balance—Ending December 31, 1985
YIELD TAX SURETY ACCOUNT
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT










SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
nSCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1986
DEBITS




Balance of Unredeemed Taxes-
Beginning Fiscal Year
Taxes Sold To Town
During Current Fiscal Year 61 ,029. 16
Subsequent Taxes Paid 17,503.32








DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
TOWN OFFICERS' SALARIES, WAGES AND FEES
Clerk:
Christine Dupere - Salary $ 475.00
Licenses, Permits & Fees 6,458.25
Vital Statistics 50.00
Selectmen:
Donald W. Coleman, Chairman 1,000.00
Charles F. Bowman 850.00
John B. Thomson (9 months) 637.50
Richard E. GUbert (3 months) 212.50
Treasurer:
Shirley L. Erving 1,000.00
Tax Collector:
Mabel H. Brock - Salary 1,400.00
Resident Tax Fees 1,270.00
Health Officer:
Janice Conroy - 1985, 1986 & 1987 750.00
Superintendent of Cemeteries:
Warren D. Beane, Sr. 100.00
Trustees of Trust Funds:
Irving Whitcomb 50.00
Relief Agent:
Gale Stanley (9 months) 131.25
Charles F Bowman (3 months) 43.75
TOTAL TOWN OFHCERS' SALARIES $ 14,428.25
TOWN OFFICERS' EXPENSES
C.R. Custodial - janitorial service $ 102.69
Mabel H. Brock - convention expenses 273.07
Xerox Corporation 2,131.03
NET 2,538.64
A. T. & T. 98.04
A.T. & T. Credit Corp. 232.44
Bonnie H. DeStefano - supplies & Mileage 261.04
Diane D. LaCombe - supplies & luncheon 38.32
Pitney - Bowes - meter rental 255.00
NH City & Town Clerks Asson. - dues 12.00
Loring, Short & Harmon - supplies 342.30
Petty Cash 20.00
Secretary of State - notary applications 60.00
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Quill Corp. - supplies 36.08
Reliable Corp. - supplies 570.93
Homestead Press - UCC Cards 12.35
NH Assoc, of Assessing Officials - dues 20.00
Wheeler & Clark - dog tags 158.04
Postmaster, Candia, NH - postage 1,772.00
Lumbertown - supplies 75.57
Register of Deeds - recording charges 310.47
Candia Rescue Squad - Donation in Memory of Henry Mowles 50.00
Freedom Acres - flowers 60.00
Deny Bank & Trust 131.25
Typewriter Headquarters - typewriter & supplies 1,137.50
Sir Speedy - supplies & town report 2,998.00
NH Tax Collector's Assn. - dues 15.00
Granite State Stamps - supplies 50.71
National Market Reports, Inc. - motor vehicle books 100.00
NHGFOA - treasurer dues & workshop 55.00
Marcel's Lock & Key - lock repairs 170.00
Treasurer, State of NH - seminars 60.00
NHMA - selectmen handbooks 45.00
NHRAA - dues 51.72
Hillsboro Register of Probate .50
Elaine Seward - supplies for trustees 7.00
Maids & Co. - janitorial service 545.00
Precision Woodcraft - filing cabinets 184.10
Edward Howard - list of deceased 3.50
Merrimack Valley Region - meeting 12.75
Equity Publishing - RSA supplements 160.45
Candia Auto Parts - keys 8.45
Freed's Bakery - Police Chief Reception 108.00
Kwik-Kopy - envelopes 109.00
NH Municipal Secretaries Assn. - dues 10.00
Christine Dupere - shelving materials 42.67
Office Dimensions - supplies 26.56
Tower Pulbishing - NH Register 20.00
Union Leader - advertisement 43.78
So. NH Planning Commission 30.00
The Balsams - town clerk seminard 293.28
Richard Snow - auditor postage 5.72
Graphic Assoc. - microfilm town records 755.77
NHMA - seminar & annual conference 283.50
Prime Learning Institute - secretarial seminar 198.00
Thomson Publishing - Fair Labor Standards Act 170.50
John B. Thomson - supplies 2.59
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Charles F. Bowman - luncheon 35.48
Donald W. Coleman - breakfast 3.24
Mabel Brock - contracted labor 24.00
Christine Dupere - mileage & meals/conference 117.00
Roy E. Morrisette - retirement for Helen Wilson 35.00
Elaine Seward - mileage/deputy treasurer 22.50
Gale Stanley - NHLWAA expenses 25.06
Trustees of the Trust Funds - outside clerical 400.00
Bonnie H. DeStefano - wages 9,830.26
Diane D. LaCombe - wages 10,827.60
Marion E. Beane - auditor 100.00
Albert Hall, m - auditor 100.00
Richard Snow - 1985 & 1986 auditor 200.00
Derry Bank & Trust - payroll fees 1,846.75
TOTAL TOWN OFHCERS' EXPENSES $ 40,832.20
ELECTION AND REGISTRATION
Evans Printing "^3.38
Frank Sarra - paint ballot box 115.00
Christine Dupere - election supplies 8.73
Candia Improvement Club - suppers 287.00
Kenneth Lavoie - set up voting booths 84.00
August Jackson - set up voting booths 28.00
Robert Hersey - set up voting booths 56.00
Dean M. Young - build new ballot booths 454.99
Sir Speedy - ballots 147.00
Mabel H. Brock - ballot clerk 40.00
Edwin A. Brock - supervisor of the checklist 462.50
Mildred Farrell - ballot clerk 120.00
Joan Galanis - ballot clerk 120.00
Elliot Hardy - cupervisor of the checklist 367.50
Alice Macdonald - ballot clerk 60.00
Cora Morrell - ballot clerk 120.00
Mona R. Price - supervisor of the checklist 370.00
Elaine F. Seward - ballot clerk 120.00
A. Ronald Thomas - moderator 180.00
Beatrice Young - ballot clerk 80.00
TOTAL ELECTION «fe REGISTRATION $ 3,264.10
POLICE DEPARTMENT
James A. Gatcomb, Chief $ 12,403.80
Edward Dauphinais 3,479.13
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William D. Ravgiala, Jr. 1,980.25
Frank Spinazzola 4,253.88
Donna F. St. Onge 4,513.39
Normand H. St. Onge, St. 6,056.13
Frank Winterer 2,206.15
Elizabeth A. Wunderlich 2,642.25
TOTAL PAYROLLS $ 47,790.75
General Expenses:
Candia Improvement Club - lease & electricity 642.49
A.T. & T. Credit Corp. 368.16
Equity Publishing - criminal codes & RSA supplements 546.44
Reliable Corp. - supplies 76.68
State of NH - radar repair 65.50
Union Leader - advertising 478.00
Nault's Truck Worldw - window repair/cruiser 75.40
Cen-Com - pager repair 40.00
Agway - gasoline 6,080.40
James L. Ellis Truck Service - cruiser repairs 1,308.50
Candia Auto Parts - repair parts 177.09
Typewriter Headquarters - typewriter repairs 366.25
Ai S. Welch - propane 1,303.80
NET 3,083.76
Ed Picard - contracted duty 42.00
DC Mobil - gasoline 252.47
Riley's Sport Shop - ammunition 431.55
Yankee Business Forms - payroll forms 298.50
County Tire 13.00
Raymond Auto Clinic - cruiser repair 16.95
Diane D. LaCombe - refreshments/Police Advisory Committee 8.10
New Life Center - seminar 65.00
TCS Communications - radio repairs 149.00
Neptune, Inc. - uniforms & badges 1,241.60
W.S. Darley, Inc. - cage/cruiser 84.28
Loring, Short & Harmon - supplies 43.72
Motorola, Inc. - pagers 1,041.00
Al Wright - buckshot & shells 72.00
International Crystal - crystals for portables 137.12
Emergency Warning Systems 18.04
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NHMA Health Trust - health insurance 1,304.52
Frank Winterer - keys 3.50
Goff Chevrolet - cruiser repairs 72.62
Milford Motors - warranty deductible 153.16
National Asson. of Chiefs of Police - dues 40.00
Western Auto - speaker 19.97
Town & Country Motor Inn - convention 70.00
Gorton Communications 40.00
Bad Check Charge 4.00
TOTAL GENERAL EXPENSES $ 20,234.57
TOTAL POLICE DEPARTMENT EXPENSES $ 68,025.32
FOREST FIRES
Gleason Fire Equipment - otterbine pump 900.00
Treasurer, State of NH - repair equipment 385.90
Leonard Wilson - food & mileage 39.34
Dean Young - mileage/seminar 2.10
John Richter - mileage/seminar 2.10
D.E. Weeks - repair radio 96.00
County Tire - tires 440.70
The Fire Bam - hose bags 109.46
Kendall Brock - re-upholster forestry truck 35.00
Kendall Brock - fireman 43.88
Clayton Caddy - fireman 84.97
Leslie Cartier - fireman 61.53
Loren Cole - fireman 49.81
Peter Dares - fireman 58.60
Robert Dyer - fireman 26.37
Richard Fitts, Jr. - fireman 64.46
Richard Fitts, Sr. - fireman 29.30
Donald Hamel - fireman 14.65
Donald Kirlis - fireman 11.72
Raymond Leinsing - fireman 55.67
Dennis Lewis - fireman 38.09
Kevin MacDonald - fireman 11.72
George May - fireman 26.37
Carroll Page - fireman 43.95
Ronald Plante - fireman 32.23
John Richter - fireman 77.62
John Rollston - fireman 20.51
Ronald Severino - fireman 70.88
Thomas Seward - fireman 101.25
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Nonnand H. St. Onge, Sr. - fireman 11.72
John Stanley - fireman 49.81
William Stewart - fireman 14.65
Richard Weeks - fireman 77.62
Steven Weeks - fireman 52.74
Charles Wheeler - fireman 38.09
Denise Wilson - fireman 26.37
James Wilson - fireman 124.87
Leonard Wilson - fireman 90.18
Charles Wojcik - fireman 26.37
Dean Young - fireman 128.25
Steven Ziegler - fireman 55.67
TOTAL FOREST HRE DEPARTMENT $ 3,630.52
BUILDING INSPECTOR
Min-A-Print - building permits





Clifford Lagor - contracted police duty
Gorton Communication - portable
TOTAL CIVIL DEFENSE $ 981.00
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Janice Conroy - water analysis 24.00
TOTAL HEALTH DEPARTMENT $ 24.00
INCINERATOR
A & A Alarm System $ 234.00
NHMA Health Trust - health insurance 2,236.32
Alltex - uniform rental 551.20
N.H. Explosives 3,207.07
PSNH 1,710.65




D.C. MobU - gasoline 500.51
Candia Auto Parts 400.34
D.E. Weeks - electrical 73.00
John Thomson - supplies 136.05
NHRRA - conference 30.00
Bonnie H. DeStefano - shipping/ash analysis 4.65
Ron Hadley - repairs 541.41
Union Leader - advertising 32.76
Hebert Auto 151.10
Severino Trucking - dozer work 2,910.00
Peck Labs - ash analysis 496.00
Little Newspapers - advertising 13.00
Frank Sarra - sign painting 175.00
Goodrich Safety Supply 52.50
B & E Gas - transformer repairs 165.13
Brewer Fuel - propane 175.00
West Side Rental - bobcat rental 2,000.00
Granite State Refuse - garbage removal 6,121.15
Waste Management - ash removal 6,462.01
CD. Boiler Works - repairs 10,218.28
R.G. Tombs Door Co. 190.10
Ryamond Auto Clinic "^5.03
Keith Harmon - contract labor 17-50
Quality Lift Truck - repairs 161 -29
Brodie - tires 135.00
North End Welding - new radiator 363.00
A.H. Trombley - repairs 95.00
Richard Rodier - contract labor 97.39
B.F.L - garbage removal 576.00
William Baker - wages 10,212.57
Jeffrey A. Carter, Sr. - wages 752.50
Charles R. Hoitt - wages 200.00
Jeffrey Deslongchamps - wages 1,130.00
Raymond L. Rodier, Sr. - wages 752.00
Michael N. Nelson - wages "^^^-50
TOTAL INCINERATOR EXPENSES $ 54,276.84
fflGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Summer:






Frank Sarra - signs/Patten Hill Road 160.00
Severino Trucking - New Boston Road Bridge 5,824.00
Asphalt Recycling Inc. - seal North Road 3,500.00
Asphalt Recycling, Inc. - Patten Hill Road 85,913.00
Holden Engineering - Patten Hill Road Survey 4,552.03
Pike Industries - guardrails/Patten Hill Road Bridge 1,000.00
TOTAL HIGHWAY SUMMER $141,880.47
Winter:
Ronald Severino - Road Agent $ 1,050.00
Payrolls 55,929.25
International Salt Co. - ice control 12,184.78
Metra Chem Corp. - ice control 366.26
Plourde, Sand & Gravel 3,025.35
Barrett Paving 1,290.18
Tamarack Tree Service - tree removal 400.00
TOTAL HIGHWAY WINTER $ 74,245.82
STREET LIGHTS
PSNH $ 5,298.36
Warren D. Beane, Sr. - electrical supplies 32.40
James Gatcomb - wire Christmas tree/monument site 82.80
TOTAL STREET LIGHTS $ 5,413.56
GENERAL EXPENSE fflGHWAY




Superior Saw - repair chainsaw 118.55
Candia Auto Parts 673.93
R.C. Hazelton 1,119.13
State of N.H. - signs 228.95
Brown's Mill 76.84
Charles Bowman 9.81
A.H. Trombley - repairs 2,050.00















Gale Stanley - welfare expenses
NH Electric Co-op
Town of Weare
Treasurer, State of N.H.
NHLWAA


























Richard W. Fitts, Jr. - maintenance
Terry Page
Severino Trucking - dozer work
Leo Felix & Sons
Lumbertown - wood for tables
Granite State Refuse - dumpster
D.M. Lewis Landscaping - excavation
Brown's Mill















Lucien Babineau - mileage 47.25
Mack's Men's Shop - uniforms 159.60
Terry L. Page - mileage 149.25
Raymond Rodier - mileage 403.69
Union Leader Corp. - advertising 24.00
NEACHA - seminar 350.00
Ben's Uniforms - uniforms 250.98
Treasurer, State of N.H. 62.85
Pawtuckaway Animal Clinic - T-61 serum 149.00
KC Sings - magnetic signs 150.00
Lucien Babineau - wages 183.75
Terry L. Page - wages 863.75
Raymond L. Rodier, Sr. - wages 690.25
TOTAL ANIMAL CONTROL 3,484.37
DISCOUNTS, ABATEMENTS AND REFUNDS
Goldstone Credit Realty - interest overpayment 168.26
Mary Kimball - property tax abatement 89.00
Costas & Alice MacRenaris - property tax abatement 45.00
Leo J. Reynolds - P.O.W. registration 99.00
Christine Kazazis - property tax abatement 299.93
Demetrios Kazazis - property tax abatement 329.71
Robert B. Kupetz - property tax abatement 118.75
Mildred Carr - property tax abatement 331.00
Donald & Judith Seward - tax overpayment 70.00
Michael Curley - resident tax refund 20.00
Steven Pohas - property tax overpayment 1967.00
Donald & Marylyn Pelletier - property tax overpayment 54.90
TOTAL DISCOUTNS ABATEMENTS & REFUNDS $ 3,592.55
ADVERTISING & REGIONAL
NHMA - dues 769.35
So. N.H. Planning Commission - dues 1,655.04
TOTAL ADVERTISING & REGIONAL $ 2,424.39
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TAXES BOUGHT
Municipal Investment Trust 78,563.24
Drop Anchor Realty Trust 18,153.37
Edward J. Socha 828.14
Mabel H. Brock, Tax Collector 30,529.36




Larson & Townsend 5,062.00
Daniel D. Crean 1,659.58
Upton, Sanders & Smith 2,368.00
TOTAL LEGAL EXPENSES $ 10,219.58
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Union Leader Corp. - advertising 688.90
Postmaster - postage 250.00
NHMA - law lecture 105.00
TOTAL BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT $ 918.65
PICA & RETIREMENT
Treasurer, State of N.H. - PICA 6,524.54
N.H. Retirement System 975.10




Little Newspapers - advertising 52.00
Union Leader Corp. - advertising 174.71
Equity Publishing - supplements 57.50
Ronald Girard - report 28.00
So. NH Planning Commission - Master Plan & dinner 2,144.00
Reliable Corp. - supplies 72.20
Mary Girard - supplies 4.94
Roland Girard - supplies 88.94
Postmaster - postage 500.00
John Thomson - handbook 9.50
58
Sir Speedy - zoning ballots 167.00
Curry Printing - zoning regulations 624.61
Bonnie DeStefano - supplies 3.56
Virginia St. Martin - supplies 115.85
Kwik-Kopy - envelopes 38.00
The Support Network 30.00
NHMA - law lecture 147.00
Richard M. Robidoux - review plans 50.00
Mary Girard - wages 297.50
Virginia St. Martin - wages 1,111.25
Bad Check Charge 4.00
TOTAL PLANNING BOARD EXPENSES 5,720.56
PAYMENT TO STATE AND COUNTY
Treasurer, State of NH - dog licenses $ 208.50
Treasurer, Rockingham County - 1986 committment 67,462.00
TOTAL PAYMENT TO STATE & COUNTY $ 67,760.50
1986 APPROPRIATIONS
Candia Volunteer Fire Department - Article #9 30,000.00
Fire Department/fireproof clothing - Article #10 16,000.00
Numbering - Article #15 232.75
Raymond Ambulance - Article #3 5,000.00
Rockingham Child & Family - Article #5 500.00
Newmarket Regional Health - Article #1 1,700.00
Candia Rescue - Article Wl 7,000.00
Visiting Nurse Association - Article #2 3,953.00
Raymond CAP Center - Article #4 1,782.00
Candia Recreation Association - Article #6 4,000.00
Town Hall Study - Article #14 20,000.00
TOTAL APPROPRL\TIONS 70,167.75
SCHOOL DISTRICT
Candia School District - appropriation $1,927,504.00
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REPORT OF THE CANDIA
VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
The Candia Volunteer Fire Department responded to 1 13 calls in 1986. These responses
are broken down as follows: 25 vechicular accidents, 15 mutual aid calls, 12 car fires,
11 brush fires, 10 chimney fires, 9 structure fires, 8 good intent calls, 5 fire alarm ac-
tivities, 4 service calls, 4 wire fires, 3 smoke investigations, 3 drills, 2 tire pile fires,
1 dozer fire and 1 gas grill fire.
The Candia Volunteer Fire Department would like to take this opportunity to discuss
Fire Prevention. Fire Prevention should start in the home. This can be accomplished with
very little effort on the part of the homeowner, not only to protect the lives of the people
we are responsible for (including yourself), but to protect the property that we work so
hard for. First and foremost, properly install and maintain a SMOKE DETECTOR in each
level of your home. Plan escape routes in case of a fire which the smoke detector will
warn you and your family of; a successful plan of escape is only good if you and your
family practice how and where to escape and where to meet. Instruct everyone in your
family, that is able, how to summon emergency services, being sure to give the proper
information: name, location and problem, slowly and clearly! Early notification is very
important. Have ftilly charged and inspected, properly rated fire extinguishers available
in case of any emergency for use after you have called the fire department, we don't mind
checking an extinguished fire Conduct periodic fire saftey inspections of your property
and correct any problems immediately. Please remember that fire prevention is everyones
fiill time responsibility. If anyone has any questions concerning smoke detectors, escape
plans or fire safety checks please contact the Candia Volunteer Fire Department, and we
will be more than happy to assist you in any way possible or provide you with the infor-
mation you may require.
The officers and members of the Candia Volunteer Firee Department wish to express
our sincerest thanks to the Candia Volunteer Firemen's Ladies Auxilory for their continu-
ing support, again from all of us thank you very much.
The officers and members of the Candia Volunteer Fire Department wish to also ex-
press our grateful appreciation of the support shown us by the citizens of the Town of
Candia in the past year. We look forward to your continued support and cooperation in
the future.
Yours in Fire Prevention
Leonard R. Wilson, Fire Chief
James R. Wilson, President
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REPORT OF CANDIA RESCUE
During 1986, Candia Rescue continued to provide quick response and care to victims
of accidents and illnesses in Candia. 1986 saw many positive changes in the makeup of
Candia Rescue which will increase our effectiveness in serving the Town of Candia. As
Candia Rescue has been in existentce for over 8 years, we are better able to update and
purchase equipment and complete continueing education programs best suited to those calls
which occur with some frequency in our town.
With the opening of the new 4 lane highway, we are pleased to report that the number
of motor vehicle accidents and the number of injuries has declined. During 1986 Candia
Rescue responded to 103 calls and treated 109 people. Of these calls, 33 were motor vehi-
cle accidents and the remainder were for various medical emergencies.
Candia Rescue wishes to thank the Candia Police and Volunteer Fire Departments
for their support and assistance. We have continued to enjoy an excellent working rela-
tionship with them as well as with the Raymond Ambulance Association.
The members of Candia Rescue would also like to thank the Town of Candia for your
support and ask for your continued support in 1987.
Respectfully submitted,
Richard Fitts, President
Rudolph A. Cartier Jr., Secretary/Treasurer
1986 ANNUAL REPORT
CANDIA RESCUE
Beginning Balance January U 1986 2.819.27
1986 Receipts 7,833.10
1986 Disbursements 7.924.61














Total 1986 Disbursements 7,924.61


























REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN
AND STATE FOREST RANGER
Between July 1985 and June 1986, we experienced fewer fires than normal. The two
leading causes of forest fires were again children and fires kindled without written per-
mission of a Forest Fire Warden. Both causes are preventable, but only with your help.
Please help out town and state forest fire officials with forest fire prevention. Contact
your Forest Fire Warden for more information.
Enforcement of a state timber harvest regulation is the responsibility of State Forestry
officials. Our state has excellent timber harvest regualtions; however, your assistance is
needed.
If you know of a logging operation and suspect a state harvest law may be violated,
call your Forest Fire Warden.
If you own forest land, you become responsible for the timber tax payments starting
April 1 , 1986. This is a change in the Timber Tax Law that will impact all forest lan-
downers. Contact your Board of Selectmen for timber tax forms.
FOREST FIRE STATISTICS - 1986
Number of Fires Statewide 840
Acres Burned Statewide 751
Cost of Suppression $275,956
Number of District 9 Fires 424
Acres Burned in District 9 215
Number of Fires in candia 1
1
Acres Burned in Candia 6
64
INFORMATION NEEDED BEFORE ISSUING A FIRE PERMIT
1 . What is going to be burned? Brush cannot exceed 5" in diameter.
2 . Where is it going to be burned? How far from nearest structure, trees and dead vegeta-
tion or overhead phone or power lines?
3 . When do you want to bum? Date and time of day.
4 . Is material to be burned, material resulting from the demolition of buildings? Air
Pollution approval required.
5 . What do you have for fire prevention?
6 . How much help will you have during the burning?
7 . Do you own the land where you plan to bum? If not, do you have the landowners
approval?
8 . If your fire is declared a nuisnace, will you be able to extinguish same?
9 . Are there any tires or tubes in the material to be burned? None are allowed.
1 . NOTICE! permits issued during rain are void if the rain stops. You are required
to extinguish your fire at that time.
1 1 . Be sure your fire is completely and totally extinguished. A bumed fire is not an ex-
tinguished fire.
TOWN OF CANDIA FORESTRY DEPARTMENT
FOREST FIRE WARDENS
Forest Fire Wraden Leonard Wilson 483-2097
Deputy Fire Warden Dean Young 483-8769
Deputy Fire Warden Jim Wilson 483-2945
Deputy Fire Warden Tom Seward 483-8146
Deputy Fire Warden Ken Brock 483-2110
Deputy Fire Warden Dick Weeks 483-8453
Deputy Fire Warden Ron Severino 483-8796
Deputy Fire Warden John Richter 483-5346
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CANDIA POLICE
DEPARTMENT
Since June 1 , 1986 it has been my pleasure to serve as the Town's first full time Police
Chief. Working with me to serve the Town are nine New Hampshire Certified part time
Officers.
We have made some changes in the Department this year, one of the major changes
is that Officer Wunderlich is serving as the Department Juvenile Officer. Part of her duties
as the Juvenile Officer have allowed her to be instrumental in setting up a Court Diversion
Program for dealing with juvenile offenders on a first offense basis. Other changes are
there are now two identical cruisers and the new shoulder patch of which we are very proud.
The Police Department has had a very busy year. Our case load has increased ap-
proximately 28% over 1985. This is partly due to the dedication of the Officers of the
Department and partly as a result of the Citizens of Candia being more aware of the
suspicious activities in the town and reporting them to the dispatch. I would like to thank
them for their assistance and look forward to their continued support in the coming years.
Our case load is broken down into the following areas:
Assist other Departments
I would like to take the opportunity to thank the other Town Departments, the Candia
Rescue, neighboring Departments, the State Police, and the Sherriffs Department for their
assistance throughout the year, without this mutual support, we of the Candia Police, would
have a harder time servicing the community in the professional manner it deserves.
I would also like to thank the Civil Defense Department for purchasing a new por-
table radio for the Police Department and the additional training we have received through
them in an effort to increase our effectiveness in the areas of communications and disaster
preparedness.
Mostly I would like to thank the Officers of the Police Department for their support
and help in making my transition to the Department as smooth as possible.
Again I am proud to serve the Town and look forward to many more years of service.
Respectfully submitted,
James A. Gatcomb, Chief
Candia Police Department
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REPORT OF THE CEMETERY SUPERINTENDENT















True Value Hardware, locks, seed, belts
A. H. Trombley, welding gates (vandalism)
Lumbertown, padlocks
Greenland Corp., mower & parts
Barre Guild Service, Epox cement (vandalism)
Candia Small Engine Repair, mower repairs
Candia Post Office, envelopes & stamps
Ken Smith Tractor, ball joints for mower
Raymond Trustworthy, lock for tomb & key
Dave's Engine Repair, weed cutter, mower parts
D. & C. Mobil, gas & oil
Herbert's Auto Supply, mower belt
Fremont Storage, winter storage of mowers
Phyllis King, mapping of cemeteries
Stevens Cons., gravel & road work































Balance on hand December 31, 1986 $12,366.45
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The SMYTH PUBLIC LffiRARY ASSOCIATION of
CANDIA
P.O. Box 256 - High Street
Candia, NH 03034
Annual Report of the Library Association to the Town
The past year has again been a time of change for the library. Joyce Snow left the
library in December, after more than 6 years of service as librarian and assistant librarian.
She was replaced by Dr. Edward Cass, a former archivist for the West Point Military
Academy and the Portsmouth, NH Athenaeum.
The Smyth Public Library is open twenty-five hours each week, during the following
hours:
Tuesday 1:00 PM to 8:00 PM
Wednesday 1:00 PM to8:00 PM
Thursday 1:00 PM to 5:00 PM
Friday 9:00 AM to 12:30 PM
Saturday 9:00 AM to 12:30 PM
The trustees are smdying how and when to extend these hours in the coming year,
to better serve the public.
Story hour for preschool children is held on Saturday mornings at 10:00 AM.
Volunteers, to help with this program, are welcome and appreciated. Contact your librarian,
Ed Cass, or the story hour coordinator, Carol Howe, at the library (483-8245). A special
note of gratitude goes to the Friends of the Library for their continuing support and assistance
to the library. Contact Mrs. Barbara Bowman of the Friends, if you want to help.
The following inventory and circulation figures for the last three years serve to highlight
the direction of the use of the library and it's growth. Total circulation has increased over
66% in the last ten years, from just under 9600 volumes in 1976 to over 16,000 volumes
this year. Circulation showed a strong growth among the adult population last year, en-
ding several years of decline, while the juvenile circulation continues to explode as more
and more young families move into town.
Inventory 1984 1985 1986 Percent of
Change (84-86)
Beginning Volumes 9179 9584 9826
Added Volumes 442 497 488
Withdrawn Volumes 37 255 114
Ending Volumes
From the beginning of 1984 thru the end of 1986, the total
number of volumes available in the library has grown 6.5%, less than a desirable amount
based on the increase in circulation. The size of the collection depends on the funds available
to purchase materials and the room available to store it. With the price of books going
up, you get less books for your dollar and with limited shelf space available, it becomes
necessary to weed out less-used material.
The Smyth Public Library Association originated in 1888 'for the purpose of caring
for and preserving the Library donated to said association by Ex-Gov. Smyth, for the use
of the inhabitants of the Town of Candia, NH', and was chartered by the State of New
Hampshire in 1933 as a private, not-for-profit corporation. The library's collection of books,
reference material, and other educational material has been housed since 1935 in the pre-
sent 1200 sq. ft. facility located at the intersection of High Street, South Road, and Healy
Road. This handsome, colonial brick building was the gift of Marion Smyth, the widow
of Ex-Governor Smyth. The basement of the building has since been converted from a
coal cellar and ftimace room to a public meeting room with funds donated in memory
of C. Fred Bangs.
Next year, 1988, marks the 100th anniversary of the Smyth Public Library Associa-
tion. From a room in the farmhouse of Frank Page to the Fitts Museum to the present
building, the library has grown and become a vital force in the community. Your trustees
are working to continue this tradition of service and to expand the library facilities and
programs to meet the challenges of the future. To help in the task of raising the necessary
funds to build an addition to the present building, Mrs. Francis Sargeant, prior to her death
last year, donated 300 shares of stock, with a current value of over $40,000, to the building
fund. Many other citizens have also contributed to this cause, in many cases in memory
of a friend or relative. A memorial plaque is on display at the library with the names of
persons so honored. Donations can be made to the Smyth Public Library Building Fund
at the library or at the Derry Bank and Trust Company in Candia.
The trustees and staff of the Smyth Public Library look forward to seeing you at the
library in the coming months and welcome any suggestions on ways to better serve you.
Officers and Trustees of the Library Association
President Mary Caddy
Vice-President Linda Thomas
Treasurer J. Richard Hobbs
Secretary Richard H. Snow
Trustees Edna Brown
Ethel Partan
Town Representative Dorothy Purington
Librarian Edward C. Cass, Ph.D.
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SMYTH PUBLIC LffiRARY ASSOCIATION
1986 ANNUAL REPORT
OPERATING BUDGET
Beginning balance, January 1, 1986 3,694.67
1986 Receipts 28,781.80
1986 Disbursements 23.03 1 . 14







































































BALANCE ON HAND - JAN. 1986 2.89
TOWN OF CANDIA ALLOTTMENT 4000.00







RECREATION DIRECTOR'S SALARY (6 WEEKS)
PHYS. ED. DIRECTOR'S SALARIES (2) (6 WEEKS)
ARTS & CRAFTS DIRECTOR'S SALARY (6 WEEKS)









The Southern New Hampshire Planning Commission offers a wide variety of services,
resources and technical assistance to all towns that are dues-paying members of the Com-
mission. A professional planning staff, assisted by consultants in certain specialized fields
for which the Commission is unable to employ a full-time staff, work under the direction
of your representatives to the Commission in developing and carrying out planning pro-
grams that require regional perspective as well as which pertain to your community.
Lx)cal planning assistance requests are normally made by the Planning Board and/or
the Board of Selectmen of your town based on your local priorities. However, certain
general studies, notifications or acquisition of resources that are deemed essential for all
member municipalities of the Commmission are also conducted with the concurrence of
the Commission.
Services that were performed for the Town of Candia during the past year are as follows:
1. Updated the town base map in the scale of 1" = 1000';
2. Provided the Planning Board with a suggested schedule for public notices and hear-
ings pertaining to zoning and building code amendments;
3. Providing testimonies to the House and Senate committees of the 1986 session of the
General Court on the HB 363, 349, 215, 174, 94 and 48; and SB 109, 117, 1 19, 215
and 1 lOFN. These bills pertain to planning and zoning issues;
4. Prepared a report on school children multipliers for the region, including an analysis
of findings for the Town of Candia;
5. Co-sponsored the Municipal Law Lecture Series, to which Candia officials were in-
vited; and
6. Conducted a workshop on how to prepare a capital improvement program for any
town. This was attended by officials of the Candia Planning Board.




























































































Beginning Balance, December 31, 1985 SL33().35
Trust Fund 73.93
Interest Earned 70.07
Total Receipts SI,474. 35
Disbursements:
Acid-Free Boxes, Envelopes and paper S 134.87





Supplies-Paint for windows, stamps, etc. 40.00
Ditch for Electric Wire 384.00
Total Disbursements S 931.93
Balance on Hand, December 31, 1986 S 542.42
The documents of the museum are in the process of being catalogued and placed in
acid free folders and also placed in document cases to prevent any further deterioration.
The book collection has also been catalogued.
The special programs this year were. Spinning and Weaving, Candia Artists Past and
Present, Dolls and Teddy Bears, Coopering, Old Home Day-Military, Quilts-Old and New.
These Programs were well attended.
The trustees wish to thank everyone who made the programs a success.
A Bow Back Winsor chair was given to the museum by Charles and Harriet Gordon
and was dedicated in memory of Clara Thomas and Grace Foster, who were Trustees for
over 25 years.
The cooper tools were cleaned, tagged and catalogued by Ron Raiseles, the Cooper
at Strawberry Bank. This was paid for by Sis Richter from the Albert Richter Memorial
Fund.
Your Museum is open from 2 to 5 P.M. every Saturday in July and August. We
welcome all visitors.
Respectfully submitted,




AND SOUTHERN NEW HAMPSHIRE, INC.
In 1987 the Visiting Nurse Association is beginning its 90th year of service to the
Greater Manchester community. Our service area includes Manchester, Amherst, Auburn,
Bedford, Candia, Goffstown, Hooksett, Litchfield, Londonderry, Milford. and Mont
Vernon.
This year a full range of home health services have been provided to Candia and other
residents including nursing care, physical, occupational and speech therapies, nutrition
counseling and medical social services. Home Health Aide, Homemaker, and Companion
Services, as well as Private Duty Nursing. Hospice care for the terminally ill and their
families is also provided. Service is available everyday and 24 hours/day.
VNA is certified for Medicare and Medicaid payment and provides services for private
payment as well. Fees are explained to our patients at the first visit to the home, and for
those unable to pay the usual fees, adjustments can be made on an individual basis.
VNA Community Services, Inc. provides free Immunization Clinics for all ages groups
every other month in Candia. Foot Care clinics are held monthly at our 194 Concord Street
office by appointment and blood pressure checks are done weekdays from 1 : 30 to 4 PM.
Occupational Health programs are provided to business and industries, as are Parent-Child
Health Services which include the Teenage Pregnancy Program.
Town appropriations, grants, United Way allocation and donations are a vital part
of the fiinds that help to defray the cost of unpaid service provided.






REPORT OF THE ROCKINGHAM COUNTY
COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM, INC.
The Rockingham County Community Action Program, Inc. (RCCAP) is a private,
non-profit, anti-poverty agency which has served residents of Rockingham County since
1965. The Greater Raymond Community Action Center is an outreach office of RCCAP
which serves the 15 towns in the central part of the county, including the town of Candia.
In the 15 towns served by the Greater Raymong Community Action Center, well over
1,200 households are experiencing financial problems serious enough to leave them without
the means to provide for basic necessities. Of these, nearly 40% are elderly individuals
or couples living on fixed incomes. The remaining 60% include the disabled, the
underemployed, single parent families and the working poor. Regardless of their particular
situations, all of these people are forced to seek outside assistance to meet their most essential
needs.
Community Action plays an important role in meeting these needs by offering direct
service programs as well as the help and guidance of our agency's staff. Of the major
direct service programs offered by Community Action, the following were provided to
eligible residents of Candia during the past year:
• 50 households received Fuel Assistance, a program which provides a financial grant
of up to $500.00 to assist with energy-related expenses.
• 3 homes were weatherized through the Weatherization Program, which provided
quality materials and labor to weatherize homes in order to reduce heating costs
and conserve energy.
• 14 children were provided meals from private day care homes which participate
in our Rockingham Family Day Care Program.
• 17 women, infants and children received help through the WIC Program, which
offers supplemental nutritious food and nutrition counseling to pregnant women,
nursing mothers and children up to the age of 5 who are nutritionally at risk.
In addition to these major programs, much of our staff time is devoted to working
with people who come to us seeking help. During the past year, we received 197 calls
or visits from Candia residents, many of which were crisis calls involving fuel and utility
problems, the lack of food or clothing or general financial needs. By working closely together
with local and state welfare administrators, fuel and utility companies, other human ser-
vice agencies and interested church and civic groups, we are able to link those in need
with the services available to them.
Since the services we offer greatly relieve the towns we serve from the fiill burden
of providing for the needs of their low-income residents, we ask every community we
serve to make a financial contribution to our agency based upon the level of service we
have provided to its residents. The amount we request equals IVz percent of the total dollar
value of services provided during the previous fiscal year, which means that we request
$3.50 for every $100.00 we provide in direct services.
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From September 1, 1985 through August 31, 1986, Community Action provided $43,138.00
in services to Candia residents. We are therefore requesting the town of Candia to con-
tribute Vh percent of this amount, or $1,510.00. The town of Candia has contributed to
our agency each year we have requested funds, and we extend our appreciation to you
for your continued support.
Amy Mueller-Campbell
Director
Greater Raymond Community Action Center
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Dear Citizens of Candia:
I am including the following information as a preface to the pages regarding the Vital
Records for the past year in the Town of Candia. This is an attempt to clarify the confii-
sion regarding the duties of the Town Clerk when recording and reporting Vital Records,
(births, marriages, and deaths), for the Town Report. According to the Bureau of Vital
Records of the State of New Hampshire, the Town Clerk is required to record only those
which actually occur in his or her town.
For example, if a resident or non-resident dies in the Town of Candia, I must record
that death, issue copies of the death certificate, and send a copy of the certificate to the
State. However, if the person, even if he or she has been a life-long resident of Candia,
dies in another town, then it is the responsibility of the clerk of that town to send me an
informational copy of that death for my records, but she is the only person that may issue
certified copies in that instance.
Many times, if the death occurs outside the Town of Candia, the clerk in the town
of occurence will send me that informational copy for my records. There are times, however,
when this does not occur, and unless I am informed by a family member or another per-
son who has knowledge of that death, I am unaware of it and the name will not appear
in the Town Report. It is especially difficult to receive death reports when the person has
died out of state.
I hope this information may help you better understand the situation, and I apologize
it I have omitted someone in this year's Vital Records for the Town Report. If an omis-
sion has occured, please contact me, and I will make certain that the information is in-
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Lamprey Health Care (formerly the Newmarket Regional Health Center) marks its
sixteenth year of providing services during 1987. Lamprey Health Care operates two medical
offices, one in Newmarket and one in Raymond. Both facilities provide general medical
care, preventive health services, community outreach, social services and short term counsel-
ing with referral to mental health agencies. Services also offered by Lamprey Health Care
include Senior Citizen Transportation and Information & Referral Services for Rockingham
County.
The change of name from Newmarket Regional Health Center to Lamprey Health
Care was the result of a long and careful planning process. The word "Lamprey" was
chosen because it brings a sense of history and indicates the wider geographic region we
serve. "Health Care" was chosen because it best summarizes what we do and what we
believe in.
Along with our new name. 1986 was a year of big changes for Lamprey Health Care.
In January, the new^ Raymond facility opened on Route 27. The new 6,200 square fool
facility allows Lamprey Health Care to provide more services in a spacious modern facili-
ty to the residents of the Raymond area. The Board and Staff of Lamprey Health Care
are in the planning process for a new facility in Newmarket to replace the current one
on Elm Street.
Paul Friedrichs. M.D., a Family Practitioner, joined the staff in June, as did John
Mark Blowen, Family Nurse Practitioner. They join Edward Benoit, M.D. and Karen
Brainard. M.D. - Family Practitioners, Cynthia Rasmussen. M.D. - Obstetrician/
Gynecologist, Sarah Oxnard, M.D. - Pediatrician, Michael Lewis, P. A. - C, Barbara
Janeway, A. R.N. P., and Anne Fawcett, A. R.P.N, to the medical team for Lamprey Health
Care. In June of 1987, Micki Kantrowitz M.D.. Family Practitioner, will join the staff.
The addition of physicians in recent years allows Lamprey Health Care to serve the grow-
ing population of this area effectively.
Under the direction of Dr. Rasmussen, Lamprey Health Care offers a prenatal pro-
gram which includes prenatal, delivery, and postpartum care. Other components of the
program include nutritional counseling, prenatal classes and social service referral.
Lamprey Health Care continues to operate the Senior Citizen Transportation Program.
In December of 1986, Lamprey Health Care purchased two new 18-1- passenger busses
to replace two busses with many miles and high maintenance costs. These two new busses
were purchased in cooperation with COAST (the Cooperative Alliance for Seacoast
Transportation) and are a welcome addition to our fleet of busses. Three of the five busses
are equipped with hydraulic lifts to provide services to the handicapped. The transporta-
tion service enables senior citizens to remain independent, self-sufficient and active by
providing the means to needed services, including medical, food shopping and recrea-
tional trips. For further information, call 659-2424 or toll-free 1-800-582-7279.
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In early 1987, a new medical information program will be available. Tel-Med is a
taped library of "non-diagnostic" health information designed to provide basic facts about
certain diseases, conditions or health issues. The library will contain 200 taped messages
which can be accessed 24 hours/day, 7 day/week by residents with touch tone phones and
Monday-Friday from Sam - 4pm by residents with rotary dial. The numbers to call to
reach Tel-Med are 443-3232 and 433-3242, and 659-7514 and 659-7516. The Tel-Med
Program is funded by the Foundation for Seacoast Health of Portsmouth. For more infor-
mation about Tel-Med, call 659-3106.
Lamprey Health Care wishes to express its deepest appreciation for the support of





ROCKINGHAM CHILD AND FAMILY
SERVICES — REPORT
Rockingham Child and Family Services is a private, non profit, social service agency
that offers counseling services to family members experiencing problems that they are
unable to effectively handle alone. Our revenues include fees charged; charitable contribu-
tions; fund raising events; and the support of the State, Rockingham County and the Towns
of Rockingham County. The total of funding by the Towns representing approximately
30% of our operating budget. I have enclosed a copy of our 1987 operating budget for
your review.
Rockingham Child and Family Services is available to all citizens of Rockingham County
and in the past fiscal year provided approximately 3,000 hours of counseling. We counsel
both private clients and clients referred to us from the welfare system, the police or the
courts. The clients may be experiencing drug and alcohol abuse problems and marital family
problems such as divorce and child abuse. The age range of our clients are from the very
young to the elderly.
The majority of our clients cannot afford to pay the $50.00 hourly counseling fee,
that is why they come to our agency rather than a private counselor. We evaluate each
client's financial position and adjust billing on a sliding scale of ability to pay. We do
not refuse any client based on an inability to pay.
Last year we collected patient fees of approximately $25,000.00 as compared to our
costs of $95,000.00. The deficiency is covered by various funding sources, one being funds
from the various towns. We ask that the Town of Candia consider a $500.00 contribution
not only to offset the deficiency, but to help maintain the existence of the Rockingham
Child and Family Services as a social service resource for your community.
Your continued support of Rockingham Child and Family Services will help maintain




Our Town of Candia was very fortunate that we experienced no major emergencies
during the year of 1986.
The New Hampshire Civil Defense Agency has located a portable generator for the
use of the town in any emergency. The generator is stored at the Fire Station.
I was able to complete a course in Emergency Management Planning at the expense
of N.H.C.D.A. In order that our Chief of Police could take advantage of this very infor-
mative 5 day course, as Civil Defense Director I issued a voucher for the expenses of
a covering officer.
The balance of the Civil Defense Budget was used to purchase a portable radio for
use in any emergency. The radio is being used by the Chief of Police and can be used
to communicate with all emergency channels.
As Civil Defense Director I have been involved in updating the Emergency Manage-
ment Plan for the Town of Candia which will be completed by the 1987 Town Meeting.
I thank you for giving me the privilege of serving as your Civil Defense Director
and will, with the continued help of many people, continue to upgrade Emergency
Preparedness Plans for all of the residents in the Town of Candia.
Helen F. Wilson
Civil Defense Director
REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION COMMISSION
The Candia Conservation Commission did not ask the Town for money again this
year. The $95. Dues to the N.H. Association of Conservation Commissions is paid through
1987.
Most of the action taken in 1986 was on Dredge and Fill Applications. Most of them
were minor except for one that involved Raymond and Candia. Because the work on this
case was done prior to fileing an application and in a wetland, the party involved was
fined $1,(KX).00 and ordered to remove the fill that had been put in. We would like to
remind everyone that is going to do any work near water or wetlands, to file a Dredge
& Fill Application with the Town Clerk and not to begin any work until approval is grained
by the State Wetland Board.
The Chairman of the C.C.C. attended two Field Days, one on logging test pits to
determine Seasonal High Water Levels, and one on High Intensity Soil Mapping. Dr. Sander
and the Chairman also attended an all day meeting sponsored by the E.P.A. on Wetlands.
Yours truly
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OFFICERS OF THE CANDIA SCHOOL DISTMCT




























School Administrative Unit #15
RFD #7, 150 Farmer Road




STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
SCHOOL WARRANT FOR ELECTION OF OFFICERS
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT, IN THE TOWN OF CAN-
DIA, NEW HAMPSHIRE, QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN DISTRICT AFFAIRS:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Candia Moore School in said District, on the
tenth day of March, 1987, at ten o'clock in the morning, to act upon the following articles:
1
.
To elect a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2 . To elect a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3 . To elect a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
4 . To elect an Auditor for the two years.
5 . To elect two members of the School Board for the ensuing three years.
The polls will remain open from ten o'clock in the forenoon until seven o'clock in
the afternoon and as much longer thereafter as the voters of the school district, at the begin-
ning of the meeting, may vote.
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REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
for the
Fiscal Year July 1, 1985 to June 30, 1986
SUMMARY
Cash on Hand July 1, 1985 (Treasurer's bank account) $ 34,493.34
Received from Selectmen 1,727,504.00
(Include only amounts actually received)
Current Appropriation
Deficit Appropriation
Balance of Previous Appropriations
Advance on Next Year's Appropraition
Revenue from State Sources 197,129.43
Revenue from Federal Sources
Received from Tuitions 25,135.00
Received as Income from trust Funds
Received from Sales of Notes and Bonds (Principal only)
Received from Capital Reserve Funds
Received from all Other Sources 79,674.73
TOTAL RECEIPTS $2,029,443.16
TOTAL AMOUNT AVAILABLE FOR FISCAL YEAR
(Balance and Receipts) 2,063,936.50
LESS SCHOOL BOARD ORDERS PAID 1,935,528.50
BALANCE ON HAND JUNE 30, 1985
(Treasurer's Bank Balance) 128,408.00
July 11, 1986 Axlus A. Richt
District Treasurer
AUDITOR'S CERTfflCATION
This is to certify that we have examined the books, vouchers, bank statements and
other financial records of tthe treasurer of the school district of Candia, N.H. of which







Dr. Herman N. Sander Health Fund
Balance as of June 30, 1986:
Savings Account Passbook #360653 $
340.53
NOW Checking Account #9104993 706.65
Balance as of November 1, 1986:
Savings Account Passbook #360653 $
346.90





SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT #15
SALARIES
Fiscal Year 1985 - 1986
Superintendent of Schools Salary Breakdown by District Share















Assistant Superintendent of Schools Salary Breakdown by District Share















Assistant Superintendent of Schools Salary Breakdown by District Share









































































































CANDIA SCHOOL BOARD REPORT FOR
1985/86 SCHOOL YEAR
The 1985/1986 school year for the Moore school in Candia was a year of change,
growth, and accomodation.
At the School District meeting in March, the voters approved a proposal for a five-
room addition to the school. The project was constructed over the summer with minimal
disturbance to the usual athletic activities. In the months of September and October, the
fourth, fifth and sixth grades were temporarily housed in the library and the portable
classroom. The addition was completed by the end of October, The added space allowed
us to bring the art program to full time and to return the music program to the previous
music room. The Board would like to thank the sta^ for maintaining morale and high
academic standards during this inconvenience.
During the summer the Board oversaw the expansion of the athletic fields using the
funds provided by the Augenblick plan. The work will double the previous facilities and
provide two ball fields for school and town use.
The Moore School welcomed a new principal and a new assistant principal this year.
Mr. Stephen Russell was chosen as Candia 's new principal and Ms. Kathy Cuddy-Egbert
was chosen as the new assistant principal. We feel very fortunate to have found such qualified
administrators. Several new teachers were added to staff the expanded first and second
grades. The School Board has taken an active part in the selection of the new staff and
we feel that they represent a good variety of experience and talent. We also bid farewell
said to other experienced and respected staff and administrators.
The Chapter One program this year had two certified teachers, one in Math and one
in Reading. The Challenge program was expanded to involve all students. The computer
curriculum was improved with the addition of a coordinator-teacher and additional com-
puters and software.
This year, the Long Range Planning Committee has upgraded the census and began
work on Long Range Educational Objectives and land acquisition. The Candia Jr. Womens
Club conducted a very thorough survey of current pre-school population which indicates
that the school population will rise to at least 577 in the next five years. This represents
an increase of 100 student (20%) or 5 additional classrooms. The school will reach capacity
within three years. The School population stood at 475 in October of '86 as compared
to 451 the previous year. This planning process is important for a reational, effective,
efficient, and economical response to the pressures of growth. More citizen imput will
be required this year to outline the future of our school.
The curriculum committee continued its important work this year. We used Special
Augenblick funds to purchase an updated reading series and related materials for grades
R though six as well as new math textbooks and manipulative materials for grades R through
eight. The curriculum committee work included a review of the present Language Arts
program which resulted in the purchase of an updated and more comprehensive English
textbook series. The committee has also revised the Social Studies curriculum. The special
emphasis this year will be on updating the Health program.
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The policy committee continued to revise and add new school policies. A classified
employee pay scale was adopted along with a comprehensive bus transportation policy.
School security and school use policies are under construction along with many other policy
revisions or modifications.
The Board was very fortunate to receive fiinds donated by the Candia Grange for use
as scholarship gifts for Candia high school students planning on furthering their educa-
tion. The awards will be made in June. The Board wishes to extend its gratitude to the
Candia Grange for the funds.
The Board is very proud of our school. We feel that the many changes this year have
improved the quality of education, raised the morale of tye staff, and enhanced the en-
vironment for learning. We look forward to a continued positive relationship with the town,
staff, and administration in our common goal of educating the children of Candia. We
would also like to thank the town for kits continued support.
Respectfully submitted,
Richard M. Robidoux, Chairman






The Candia Moore School administrative staff has had major changes this past year,
with the resignations of Principal Kathleen Murphy and Assistant Principal Jane Bergeron.
I would like to extend belated appreciation to these individuals for their dedicated service
to the Moore School. We welcomed Principal Stephen Russell and Assistant Principal
Kathleen Cuddy-Egbert as a new team. They are both taking on their numerous respon-
sibilities with enthusiasm, and their first priority is the well being of all students.
At the March 1986 Candia School District Meeting the voters approved funding for
a five room classroom addition which was sorely needed. The town of Candia is growing
at an escalated rate, which especially affects the education of students. In order to alleviate
many of the problems that will occur as a result of this growth, it is most essential to
plan appropriately in advance.
The Candia Long Range Planning Committee was formed to review the long range
needs of the school. This committee, with Mr. Robert Claver as chairman, is composed
of representatives of the School Board, the community, and the administration. The members
have held several meetings and should be commended for the number of hours spend working
to plan for the future educational needs of the district.
The Candia Policy Manual is being thoroughly reviewed by the Candia Policy Com-
mittee, who are meeting regularly to upgrade this book.
Securing and paying for adequate liability insurance has been a problem facing the
Candia School District, the same as it has been for schools and municipalities across the
country. The cost has escalated drastically over the past two years.
The Candia School District continued its effort in 1985-86 to bring out-of-district placed
Special Needs students back to Candia by creating the L.I.F.E. (Learning Independence
From Essentials) Program. This experimental program, designed for younger children
who need a highly structured setting with a strong behavioral con^nent, served four students
during its first year, three of whom came from other school districts. It has been suc-
cessfully continued to the following school year with an increased enrollment.
The SAU #15 of Auburn, Candia, Hooksett and Raymond has gone through a painstak-
ing process in the division of Raymond's withdrawal from the SAU #15 to their own SAU
#33. This division became effective as of July 1, 1986. Both the school boards and the
administration of all four districts have worked diligently to provide a smooth transition
for all districts concerned. The completion of this reorganization will be June 30, 1987.
I wish to thank the Candia School Board members, citizens of the community, ad-
ministration, and all staff at the Candia Moore School for their cooperation and support





PRINCIPAL'S REPORT - 1985-1986
The 1985-86 school year at the Henry W. Moore School can be viewed as the year
of many changes. The major emphasis focused on programs and curriculum affecting the
entire student body. These changes would never have been possible without the expertise
of staff, assistance from the community and the endorsement from the parents, students
and School Board members.
This year at the Moore School a number of students were given a pre-school screen-
ing in order to provide a placement suitable to meet their needs and for the first time a
Readiness Program was implemented. Due to increased enrollment, a readiness class and
a half was provided to ensure proper placement of incoming students.
An Art Program under the direction of Ms. Diane Baroody was also established enabling
the school district to meet another State Board of Education recommendation and to enhance
the school curriculum. The program ran 3 days a week for students in grades 2-8. It is
expected that a full time program will begin in the Fall of 1986 to meet the needs of the
entire student doby, readiness through eighth grade.
Due to excess revenues from the Augenblick Formula, Candia received additional
monies from the State. With these funds the Curriculum Committee became extremely
busy reviewing new texts in the areas of Math, English and Reading. To say that the staff
was delighted is an understatement. It was like Christmas in October. As staff piloted new
texts in their classrooms, various committee members received the texts using the instru-
ment designed by the School Board to aid in the selection process. By the end of the school
year, new texts were ordered in the three major areas and the library increased its collec-
tion along with new media equipment.
As part of the Curriculum Review process. Social Studies was targeted to undergo
revision. Under the direction of Ms. Nancy Fuller, a block grant was written to gain addi-
tional funds for the Social Studies review porcess. During the course of the year several
in-service workshops were held along with a revised curriculum in Social Studies grades
R-8. New texts have been reviewed along with auxiliary materials to be purchased during
the 1986-87 school year. The committee is to be commended for their efforts and interest
in the Social Studies Curriculum.
School should provide the least restrictive environment for educating children and
there is little doubt that the Moore School provides this direction. Under the very astute
direction of Ms. Jane Bergeron, there are a variety of services available. L.I.F.E. Pro-
gram (Learning Independence From Essentials). The newly developed self-contained special
needs program called L.I.F.E. has had a successful year with an enrollment of four students.
All these youngsters responded well to the transition to public school and have made gains
in all areas of development, socially, emotionally and academically. The program and
the students have been a welcome addition to the Moore Elementary School and great
strides in mainstreaming have been made.
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The Learning Lab (Grades 5-8) serviced 23 handicapped students and was staffed by
one teacher and two fiill time aides. The Resource Room (Grades R-4) serviced 30 educa-
tionally handicapped students and was staffed by one teacher, two full time aides and a
part time aide. As well as servicing the students, the specailists acted as consultants to
teachers and parents providing methods, materials and strategies to utilize with the special
needs students. This proved to be a very successful way to deal with the large number
of students who need varying amounts of special programming or classroom modifications.
Along with special education rooms, students were provided support in occupational
therapy, speech and language, guidance and testing services. Several other direct service
areas were afforded to the students. The Reading Supervisor supported students with both
large group and small group instruction. Throughout the year, students have been involv-
ed with programs such as "I Love To Read and Write", Paperback Book exchanges,
Reading in Peace and visits from acclaimed storytellers.
The Challenge Program has also afforded, to a portion of youngsters, an opportunity
to be involved in enriching and stimulating activities both in the classroom and outside.
Students hosted guest speakers, visited various institutions reinforcing their particular course
of study.
The Chapter I Federally Funded Program provided remediation to students in Math
and Reading. Mrs. Elizabeth Woodbury is the Coordinator for this program and under
her leadership, students are provided a multitude of activities to help students reach their
academic potential.
The Athletic Program under the very able direction of Mr. Edward Sides is well at-
tended throughout the year. The program is two-fold: a varsity team is available in soc-
cer, boys and girls basketball, baseball and softball, an intermural program also provided
much after-school activity for the students. During the year, the Giri's Basketball team
and Boy's Baseball team were extremenly successful brining home several trophies to display
at the school. All the coaches are to be commended for their efforts and dedication to
the athletic program.
The Moore School continues to benefit from a very active P.T.O. Mrs. Linda Croteau
as President and the entire membership were dedicated to providing viable and worhtwhile
programs for the children. A satellite of the P.T.O. was the Parent Volunteer Program.
Parents and community members volunteered over 7(X) hours at the Moore School. Clerical
tasks, assisting teachers with making materials, one-on-one reinforcement and daily at-
tendance are just a few of the tasks this group took on. My sincere thanks to Mrs. Leslie
Fleming and Mrs. Bonnie Woodman for coordinating the volunteer program.
Finally, no school is complete without a Food Service Program. Mrs. Arlene Richter
continues to run a hot lunch program in the black and still provide students with nutritious
lunches.
In closing, I want to thank the entire faculty and support staff for their dedication.
The staff at the Moore School takes pride in their work and the community should look
proudly upon their efforts.
My two years at the Moore School have been extremely exciting and fulfilling. I will
always look back to remember many fond memories of the students.
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To Mrs. Thomson, Mrs. Swain and Mrs. Currier, my sincere thanks for your loyal-
ty, knowledge and spirit during the daily operation of the school office.
As Assistant Principal and Special Education Coordinator, iw one could ask for a more
dedicated worker than Ms. Jane Bergeron. I truly thank her for all her efforts.
Parents, faculty and community, I thank you all for allowing me to serve as your School




















ANNUAL SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
MARCH 7, 1986
The Annual School District Meeting of the Town of Candia, New Hampshire was
called to order at 7:05 PM by Moderator A. Ronald Thomas, on March 7, 1986, in the
Candia Moore School Auditorium. The meeting was opened by Mr. Thomas, who for
the information of the persons assembled, stated the ground rules governing the meeting.
Persons who are not registered voters in the Town of Candia, but will be allowed to speak
to the public are as follows: Superintendent David Cawley, Assistant Superintendent Carl
Batchelder, Assistant Superintendent Ken Severenson, Attorney Robert Leslie, Moore School
Principal Kathleen Murphy, and Moore School Assistant Principal Jan Bergeron.
Article 1. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of money up
to Three Hundred Fifty Thousand ($350,000.00) Dollars for constructing an addition to
the Moore School and for the purchase of equipment of a lasting character in connection
therewith; to determine whether all or a portion of such appropriation shall be raised by
borrowing or otherwise; to authorize the School Board to spend any income derived from
the temporary investment of bond or note proceeds for the project; or to take any other
action relative thereto. Motion was made by Richard Robidoux: "I move that the District
appropriate the sum of $350,000.00 for constructing an addition to the Moore School and
for the purchase of equipment of a lasting character in connection therewith; that to raise
this appropriation the School Board is authorized to borrow $350,000.00 under the Municipal
Finance Act; that any income derived from the temporary investment ofbond or note pro-
ceeds shall be spent for the project in addition to the foregoing apporpiration; and that
the School Board is authorized to take all other action necessary to carry out the project.
'
'
The motion was seconded by Roger Leavitt. After detailed presentations by Mr. Robidoux,
Mr. Leavitt, and Mr. Claver, assisted by Mrs. Murphy, Moderator Thomas opened the
article to discussion from the floor. When all discussion had been completed, Moderator
Thomas then asked the assembly if they were ready for a vote. An explanation of the pro-
cedure used for the Bond Issue vote then ensued. Verification that the ballot box was empty
as well as preparation of the ballot clerks was achieved by a three minute recess called
by Mr. Thomas, At the close of the recess, Moderator Thomas then re-read Article 1:
To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of money up to Three
Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($350,000.00) for constructing an addition to the Moore
School and for the purchase of equipment of a lasting character in connection therewith;
to determine whether all or a portion of such appropriation shall be raised by borrowing
or otherwise; to authorize the School Board to spend any income derived from the tem-
porary investment of bond or note proceeds for the project; or to take any other action
relative thereto. If you vote yes, you are voting in favor of this article, if you vote no
you are opposed. A two-thirds vote carries. The polls were declared open by Moderator
Thomas at 8:03 PM. Mr. Thomas explained to those present that State law requires that
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the polls will remain open for one hour total. While waiting for this hour time frame to
elapse, and the majority of those present having voted, the School District Meeting was
continued.
Consideration of Article 2 will be postponed till the results of the balloting are known,
since Article 2 becomes moot if Article 1 fails. Since there was no objection, the Meeting
then moved on to Article 3.
Article 3. To hear the reports of agents, auditors, committees or officers of the District.
Motion was made by Caryl Jarres, "I move that the reports of the agents, auditors, com-
mittees, and/or officers of the Candia School District as set forth in the annual report of
the District be accepted and placed on file. " The motion was seconded by Richard Robidoux,
There was no discussion on the article, and when put to a vote. Article 3 was passed.
Article 4. To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board to apply for,
accept and expend, without further action by the School District Meeting, money from
the State, Federal, or other government unit or a private source which becomes available
during the 1986-87 school fiscal year provided that such expenditure be made for pur-
poses for which a school district may appropriate money and that such expenditure not
require the expenditure of other school district funds. Further, that the School Board hold
a public hearing prior to accepting and spending such money. Motion was made by San-
dra Minnick, "I move that the District vote to authorize the School Board to apply for,
accept and expend, without further action by the School District Meeting, money from
the state, federal or other government unit or a private source which becomes available
during the 1986-87 school fiscal year provided that such expenditure be made for pur-
poses for which a school district may appropriate money and that such expenditure not
require the expenditure of other school district funds. Further, that the School Board hold
a public hearing prior to accepting and spending such money." Motion was seconded by
Caryl Jarres. There was no discussion on the article, and when put to a vote. Article 4
was passed.
Article 5. To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board to furnish, free
of charge, high school transportation to Candia students attending high schools with which
the District has a contract under RSA 194:33. Motion was made by Bob Claver, "I move
that the District vote to authorize the School Board to furnish, free of charge, high school
transportation to Candia students attending high schools with which the District has con-
tracted under RSA:22." The motion was seconded by Dick Robidoux. A lengthy discus-
sion on Article 5 was interrupted by Moderator Ron Thomas, to ask whether there was
anyone present who had still not voted, and since there was no one, Mr. Thomas delcared
the polls closed on Article 1 at 9:05 PM. The ballots were then counted, while discussion
on Article 5 was resumed. When discussion on Article 5 was completed, the Moderator
moved to a vote. Since the vote, while the assembly was seated, was too close to call,
the Moderator asked for a standing vote. Yes—49, No—55; Article 5 Fails.
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Article 6. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Six
Hundred Thousand Six Hundred Sixty-Three and 00/100 ($600,663.00) Dollars to fund
all cost items relating to teachers' salaries and benefits for the 1986-87 school year. One
Hundred Twenty Seven Thousand Ninety-Five and 00/100 ($127,095.00) Dollars of such
sum representing additional salaries and benefits attributable to the increase in salaries
and benefits over those obligations payable under the previous year of the Collective Bargain-
ing Agreement entered into by the School Board and the Candia Federation of Teachers.
(This is the first year of a three-year contract.) Motion was made by Robert Claver, "I
move that the District raise and appropriate the sum of $600,663.00 to fund all cost items
relating to teacher salaries and benefits for the 1986-87 school year; $127,095.00 of such
sum representing additional salaries and benefits attributable to the increase in salaries
and benefits over those obligations payable under the previous year of the Collective Bargain-
ing Agreement, this being the first year of a new three-year contract." The motion was
seconded by Sandy Minnick. Discussion of the article followed. When debate on the arti-
cle had been completed, Moderator Thomas moved to a vote.
However, before a vote on Article 6 was taken, the results of the vote on Article 1,
the Bond Issue, had been counted. Results are as follows: There were 151 votes cast.
Yes— 120, No—31; Article 1 was passed.
Moderator Thomas then moved to a vote on Article 6. Article 6 passes.
A motion to recall Article 2, which had been postponed till the results of the first
article were known, was then made from the floor.
Article 2. To see if the District will vote to direct the School Board to expend whatever
surplus the District may have in the 1985-86 school fiscal year for the purpose of con-
structing an addition to the Moore School. Such vote to become null and void in the event
that warrant Article No. 1 is not adopted by the District. Mr. Claver was then recognized
for the purposes of making a motion: "I move that the District vote to direct the School
Board to expend whatever surplus the District may have in the 1985-86 school fiscal year,
for the purpose of constructing an addition to the Moore School. This vote to become
null and void in the event that Warrant Article No. 1 is not adopted by the District. " The
motion was seconded by Roger Leavitt. Discussion then ensued on Article 2. When all
who wished to had spoken to the article, Mr. Thomas then moved to a vote. Article 2
was passed.
Article 7. To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and appropriate for
the support of schools, for the payment of salaries and benefits for school district officials
and agents other than benefits and salaries payable to teachers, and for the payment of
the statutory obligations of the District. Caryl Jarres was recognized for the purposes of
a motion: "I move that the District raise and appropriate $1,658,211.00 for the support
of schools, for the payment of salaries and benefits for school district officials and agents
other than benefits and salaries payable to teachers, and for the payment of the statutory
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obligations of the District." Roger Leavitt seconded the motion. Mrs. Jarres then was
recognized to speak to the motion. Russ Dann then made a motion to increase the amount
of the article to $1,72 1,2 11.00, so Article 7 would read as follows with the new amend-
ment:" That the District raise and appropriate the sum of $1,721,211.00 for the support
of schools, for the payment of salaries and benefits for school district officials and agents
other than benefits and salaries payable to teahcers, and for the payment of the statutory
obligation of the District." This motion was seconded by Joseph Sveira. After discus-
sion, the vote on the amendment to Article 7 was taken, and the amendment was passed.
Article 7, which now read: That the District raise and appropriate the sum of $1,721,211.00
for the support of schools, for the payment of salaries and benefits for school district of-
ficials and agents other than benefits and salaries payable to teachers, and for the payment
of the statutory obligation of the District. The amended article was debated, and after no
ftirther discussion. Article 7 was put to a vote and passed.
The chair then recognized Sandra Minnick for the purpose of a motion, "I move that
the meeting be adjourned." The motion was seconded by Caryl Jarres. The motion pass-






NOTICE TO DOG OWNERS
Every dog owner or keeper of a dog three months old or over, shall annually, before
April 30th, register it with the Town Clerk.




NEUTERED MALE or SPAYED FEMALE $3.50
UNSPAYED FEMALE $6.50





State of New Hampshire
IN CASE OF FIRE Phone 483-2311
Written permits must be obtained from the Forest Fire Warden for all open fires at
all times, when the ground is not completely covered with snow.
Permits will not be issued for the kindling of open fires between the hours of 9:00
A.M. and 5:00 P.M., unless raining and the Forest Fire Warden is notified and grants
permission to bum in the rain.
Permits for grass, brush, campfires, etc., must be obtained on the day the burning
is to be done.
Permits for screened incinerators and properly constructed outdoor fireplaces may be ob-
tained for the season.
There is no charge for permits which may be obtained from the Candia Forest Fire
Warden or a Deputy Forest Fire Warden. Permits may be obtained between the hours
of 3:00 P.M. and 7:00 P.M. on the day the burning is to be done.
All fires seen and reported by the fire lookout tower are checked with these permits
and any person found to be burning without first obtaining a permit are subject to a fine
up to $200.
Any person found to be burning after being refused a permit because of unsuitable
weather is subject to a fine up to $500.
These regulations are set up by the State ofNew Hampshire Forestry and Recreation
Department and the Town of Candia Forest Fire Department.
Remember, Only You Can Prevent Forest Fires!
Thank you for your cooperation.
INFORMATION NEEDED BEFORE ISSUING A FIRE PERMIT
